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on all XYZ CNC machine tools

INITIAL TRAINING

FREEProtoTRAK®

T O U C H S C R E E N

Visit the web site to see
the 31/2 minute DXF video

Both available
touchscreenwith

convertorDXF le

All new XYZ CNC machine tools come with free initial training,
full 12 month warranty, extended warranties available, programming helplines and nationwide service engineers.

The newly updated XYZ 2021 Machine Tool Range, each one the very best in its class.

8 MODELS AVAILABLE 7 MODELS AVAILABLE

Call today to arrange a 30 minute ProtoTRAK® desktop demo at your place.

XYZ ProtoTRAK® Mills & Lathes XYZ VMCs XYZ 5 axis UMCs XYZ Turning Centres XYZ Robotics

 2021 Machine Tool Range, each one the very best in its class.

Turning Centres 

£99
A WEEK

FROM ONLY

+VAT   SUBJECT TO STATUS

To book your demo please call us on 01823 674200
sales@xyzmachinetools.com 

SHOWROOMS AT:  DEVON NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON

www.xyzmachinetools.com
To book your demo please call us on 01823 674200

SHOWROOMS AT:  DEVON NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON

www.xyzmachinetools.com

ALL IN UKSTOCKNOW
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XYZ Extra Large VMCs & Lathes
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Email: enquiries@1mta.com  Freephone: 0800 783 0510

Fax: 0800 783 0517  www.1mta.com

Fast and
accurate?
The answer’s
YES

Drill sharpeners
From 1st MTA, the UK’s leading machining
accessories supplier.

Darex
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The potency of remote maintenance and
customer assistance – especially harnessing
the power of smart’ phones - has never
been demonstrated more forcibly than
during the past year.globe.
Page 12.

The science, technology, engineering and
maths (STEM) skills gap in the UK is no
secret, and it is also a hugely complex
challenge to fix. 
Page 24.
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Advanced Grinding Solutions (AGS) has
always been closely involved in providing
the very best manufacturing solutions to the
Medical industry and initially started off by
selling grinding and polishing solutions for
the production of artificial knee and hip
joints in the 1990s and has gone onto
becoming involved in answering industries
needs for machines to produce a much larger
variety of medical parts. As the medical
manufacturing sector has changed, with new
processes such as additive manufacturing
being adapted, AGS has sought out new
methods of grinding and finishing these
parts. 

Rollomatic, whose 5 and 6 axis grinding
machines are widely used throughout the
UK and Eire for the manufacture of more
cutting tools than any other multi axis
grinding machine, also offers machines for
the production grinding of medical
components of various kinds.  Applications
include the manufacture of medical drills,
routers, burrs, saw blades, screws, reamers
and surgical tools such as cranial perforators,
anchors, Trocar points, guide wires,
tweezers, forceps, scalpels, and rasps. The
main advantage of these Rollomatic
machines is the kinematic arrangement of the
sixth grinding axis that is particular needed
when looking to grind medical saw blades.
The 6th axis enables the grinding wheels to
be inclined and this makes it considerably
easier to grind past the center line on a given
part without damaging an adjacent tooth or
feature. Even more importantly, the contact
point of the wheel to the component remains
constant over the entire grinding path

instead of it altering as the wheel travels
around it which is the case on 5-axis grinding
machines. The use of the 6th grinding axis
also ensures that more freedom to use
optimum grinding paths is made possible
due to the angular inclination of the wheel
and this allows medical parts with very
complex forms to be ground. . The surface
finish of medical parts is also often critical
and is improved by the use of linear motors
on the grinding machines. The sealed for
life/no maintenance aspects of the linear
drives ensure that less or indeed no
maintenance is needed and these factors help
Rollomatic to offer their industry leading

unlimited hours 3 years parts and labour
warranty that is free of charge on all new
Rollomatic grinding machines. The
Rollomatic machines can be viewed on
Rollomatic’s virtual exhibition event. See
www.digitalrolloworld.com 

Gerber polishing and deburring
machines, also represented by AGS, are used
by companies such as the medical implant
manufacturer Medartis AG for de-burring
various titanium parts. Medartis was in need
of a production method for rounding edges
and deburring parts and the Gerber BP-MX
brush polishing machine was shown to fulfill
that need and create precisely-defined radii
or contours on edges with high accuracy. The
purchase of the BP-MX machine for the
double-sided controlled de-burring of
titanium blanks eliminated the previous
laborious manual de-burring process.
Medartis saw several benefits from the
investment they made in the Gerber
machines and apart from the labour saving
the parts are now better defined, have a
regular improved quality, and the process is
both easy and automated. Due to its high
toughness, parts made from titanium place
high demands on machines when machining
the parts and defining the process is
important. The Gerber machine enables
Medartis to produce a perfectly de-burred
bone plate.

In 2019 AGS came across the GPA Innova
D-Lyte polishing machines at an exhibition
and after receiving demonstrations and
meeting with the Innova team at their works
in Barcelona, were appointed as a distributor
for the UK and Eire. AGS subsequently took
delivery of their own D-Lyte polishing
machine for demonstration purposes last
year.

This machine is unique and uses the
world’s first dry electro polishing process
that was developed and patented by GPA
Innova. The DLyte range of machines use the
patented, single step automated process, for
polishing metals by ion transport using free
solid bodies. This is a revolutionary dry non-
abrasive electro polishing process that does
not use any liquid as the electrolyte. These
new patented machines polish and deburr
medical parts made from nitinol, stainless
steel, cobalt chrome, and titanium etc.
Typical applications include stents, bone
screws, artificial hip and knee joints, cranial
and other implants, and any similar medical
component whereby fine surfaces finishes to
under 0.09um Ra are required without
altering the key part geometry after the
previous grinding or milling process.

Unlike traditional polishing processes, the

ADVANCED GRINDING & FINISHING SOLUTIONS FOR
THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY
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DLyte solution obtains a consistent finish
avoiding generating any polishing marks on
the surface, such as those generated by
conventional machining, and is able to
process complex geometries without
generating any micro scratches on the surface
which is the case with robot based belt
polishing or machines using barrels filled
with hard media.  Chris Boraston, Managing
Director at AGS, comments that after seeing
the DLyte machine he immediately
recognized just how unique and special it
was and the many advantages that it brings
for the polishing of a wide variety of medical
parts; many of which are ground on the
grinding machines already sold by AGS.

The medical industry was amongst the
first to benefit from using the D-Lyte
machines for polishing implants. The typical
process to finish implants was previously
based on using mechanical abrasive based
processes like robotised belt polishing cells
or vibratory bowl type polishing machines.
These type of process’s work by generating
friction onto the workpieces surface from a
generic abrasive belt or hard media.
Although there are other procedures that
involve dry polishing, this type of polishing
primarily refers to circular bowl type
vibrators. These may be used to round part
edges and to polish the surface of implants.

Those processes tend to present issues as
they can be error-prone and it’s hard to
certify a specific success-scale as they don’t
offer a true consistency of results. These
processes are not usually as reliable as the
DLyte process and often require additional
manual rework to achieve the desired
finishing results. D-Lyte machines achieve a

superior surface finish than abrasive
polishing type machines and the process can
be more than 5 times quicker than
mechanical abrasive machines and for the
Medical Industry, DLyte has proven the
Biocompatibility of the medical products
processed using the DLyte System. 

The 3D additive manufacturing of
implants and other medical components is
becoming the norm and not only are the
DLyte machines also suitable for polishing
metal additive manufactured implants they
provide superior results than existing surface
finishing technologies. This is crucial as one
of the main issues that additive
manufacturing has is being able to achieve a
good surface finish after the parts have been
produced.

An independent surface finishing study
carried out by the Fraunhofer Institute for
Additive Manufacturing Technologies
looked at the various machines and processes
used for the surface finishing of titanium and
stainless steel additive manufactured parts. It
considered, amongst other criteria, the
surface finishes obtained, erosion rates and
effects, and the edge rounding of inner and
outer edges. Various finishing processes
were benchmarked against each other
including abrasive blasting where a stream of
abrasive material such as sand is propelled
onto the surface under a high pressure,
vibratory bowl finishing, chemical and
electro polishing, and shot peening. The
DLyte process achieved not only the best
surface finishes but it was at least twice as
good as the next best alternative process.

Anyone interested in any of the advanced
solutions offered by AGS can view videos
and download additional information from
the AGS website.
www.advancedgrindingsolutions.co.uk
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Supplying Machine Tool Solutions since 1951
: Supported by RK Interna onal Machine Tools for over 30 years

Turning | Milling | Grinding | Drilling | EDM
Thread Rolling | Sawing | Sheetmetal

CentrelessMillingTurning

TURNING TO A
WHOLE NEW STANDARD

  Reducing overheads with energy saving & carbon footprint reduction technology (EEMT)

 Electronic variable speed control via a Schneider inverter

  NEWALL NMS300 digital readout: apron mounted for ergonomic viewing

 BISON 3 and 4 Jaw steel body chucks with camlock spindle nose mounting

Reducing overheads with energy saving & carbon footprint reduction technology (EEMT)

ENERGY
ETURN

MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY

 > BISON 3 and 4 Jaw Chucks: to DIN 55029 standards
 > NEWALL NMS300 two axis digital readout: Saddle mounted
 > ‘EEMT’ Power saving technology
 > Accuracy to DIN8605 toolroom standards
 > Conforms to Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
 > Gap bed models as standard
 > Equipped ‘ready-to-go’ machine package as standard
 > Electronic Variable speed drive with constant torque
 > Digital display showing exact spindle rpm
 > From 330mm swing to 760mm dia swing over the bed

STANDARD EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:

A complete range of high speci ca on, gap bed centre lathes for todays 
demanding modern machine shops, toolrooms and training establishments:

+44(0) 1322 447611
sales@rk-int.com
www.rk-int.com
@rkimachinetools

Tel:
Email:
Web:

Twitter:
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Colliery Lane, Exhall, Coventry, United Kingdom . CV7 9NW     
www.excelmachinetools.co.uk                                                          sales@excelmachinetools.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)24 7636 5255
/excelmachinetools
/AlwaysExcel  

 

   

  

  

    

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  
   

  

    

     

 

 

   

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

    

    

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  
  

  

      

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

  

  
    

UK PARTNERS FOR GERMAN STURMER GROUP

QUALITY
  MILLING
    MACHINES ‘Always Excel’ 
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AMADA UKGrowing Together with Our Customers

Tel: +44 (0) 1562 749 500
Email: info@amada.co.uk
www.amada.co.uk

8 mm ALUMINIUM
SPEED 5 222%

Lower cost-per-part 
Higher productivity with  

less power and lower investment

> 50% 
 IMPROVEMENT

> 50% > 50% > 50% > 50% 

Quality improvement
50% cut surface improvement

vs conventional solid state lasers

Revolutionary beam control
Beam pattern manipulation

& kerf width control

Revolutionary beam controlRevolutionary beam controlRevolutionary beam control

Ground Breaking Applications for Laser Processing
AWARD WINNING TECHNOLOGY

Growing Together with Our Customers

Winner of the MM Award  
at EuroBLECH 2018  

for Cutting Technology

For further details contact

Penico Gauges Ltd
Tel: 01274 511044 
Fax: 01274 510770
Email: 
penicogauges@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.penico.com

PENICO ROTARY
GRINDING TABLE
• Converts surface grinders 

to rotary work
• Robust construction

GAUGES LTD
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WICKMAN OPG
2 Axis Digital Read Out

£2
,4
50

XYZ SMX SLV  
3 Axis Control
Year 2011

£1
8,
00

0

PERFECT SURFACE
GRINDER

MODEL PFG-D4080AH
800mm X 400mm Capacity
Incremental Down Feed

Year 2004

£P
OA

£1
2,

75
0

Make it 
smarter
Hexagon is the world’s 
leading provider of CAD / 
CAM solutions. Our portfolio 
is completed by our software 
solutions for tool and 
resource management, as 
well as for NC simulation.

Our innovative product 
solutions include EDGECAM, 
NCSIMUL, RADAN, VISI, 
WORKNC, WORKPLAN and 
many more.

|  Visit hexagonmi.com
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METROL
High accuracy
sensors. 
Used on CNC
Lathes, Machining
Centres and
Grinders.

Supplied by CNC Systems Ltd UK
and European distributer.
Tel : 01932 830492
Email: offices@cncsystemsltd.co.uk
Web: www.cncsystemsltd.co.uk

SEC

SECWORKLIGHTS.COM

LED LIGHTING FOR INDUSTRIAL
MACHINERY AT
WWW.SECWORKLIGHTS.COM

CHECK WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS FROM
£85.00 ex vat FREE UK DELIVERY.

WWW.SECWORKLIGHTS.COM
TEL: 07793 285 994
EMAIL: steve@secservices.co.uk

ARTICULATED LED
LAMPS. 
LONG OR SHORT
ARM TYPES. IP65

FLEXIBLE NECK
LAMPS.
FIXED OR
MAGNETIC BASE

ARTICULATED LED LAMPS. LONG
OR SHORT ARM TYPES. IP65

AVAILABLE IN 12V AND 24V AC/DC AND 110-240VAC.
STRIP LAMPS TO DIRECTLY REPLACE TUBE LAMPS. VARIOUS
VOLTAGES, POWER AND LENGTHS. IP65
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Tel: +44 (0) 161 330 4242 Fax: +44 (0) 161 343 1347 
Email: hq@newcentury .co.uk Website: www.newcentury.co.uk

TOP QUALITY MACHINERY

www.newcentury.co.uk

Unit 2 Riverside Industrial
Estate,

Margaret Street, 
Ashton-under-lyme.
Lancashire. OL7 0QQ

Tel : +44 . £P.O.A.
(0) 161 330 4242
Fax + 44 . £P.O.A.
(0) 161 343 1347

Email : hq@newcentury.co.uk
www.newcentury.co.uk

Haas VF2 vertical machining centre,
New 2018, New 2018, HRT210 4th
axis, high speed machining option,
speeds to 8100rpm, 914 x 356mm
table, X=762 Y=356 Z=508mm
£P.O.A.

Hardinge Talent 8/52 CNC lathe,
New 2006, Fanuc OiT, 51mm
spindle bore, 12 station turret,
speeds to 5000rpm, VDI 30, 284mm
max diameter, 381mm max length
£P.O.A.

Biesse Rover J FT1224 CNC router,
First installed 2019, X=2463 Y=1250
Z=200mm, 22.5 m/min axis speed,
spindle speeds to 24000rpm,
Biesseworks software £P.O.A.

Huron VX12 vertical machining
centre, New 2012, as new condition,
Siemens 828 CNC, handwheel,
through spindle coolant, 1400 x
630mm table, X= 1220 Y= 600
Z=610mm £P.O.A.

Broadbent Stanley HSK oil country
lathe, 350mm hollow spindle, taper
turning, semi auto threading, Anilam
DRO, 800mm chuck, speeds to
500rpm, 1000 x 3000mm capacity
£P.O.A.

Okuma MV55 VB vertical machining
centre, Ex Rolls Royce, Excellent
condition, 1300 x 560mm
table,BT50, 32 ATC, speeds to
6000rpm, X=1050 Y=560 Z=460mm
capacity £P.O.A.

Mazak VTC 300C II vertical machining centre, New
2015, Mazatrol PC Fusion 640M, speeds to 12000rpm,
Kitagawa 4th axis, BT40, 2000 x 760mm table, X=1740
Y= 760 Z=660mm capacity. £P.O.A.

Haas UMC – 750 5 axis machining centre, New 2019,
90 hrs, Haas CNC, 500mm dia table, 12000rpm,
probing, X= 762 Y=508 Z=508 C=350° B=110° to 35-°.
£P.O.A.
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GRINDING

The potency of remote maintenance and
customer assistance – especially harnessing
the power of smart’ phones - has never been
demonstrated more forcibly than during the
past year when the coronavirus pandemic
has forced lockdowns across the globe.
However, the United Grinding Group has
increasingly used technology to support its
worldwide customer base and, in many
cases, keep machines running with minimal
downtime.

According to United Grinding Group
company Walter Ewag UK, the Group’s
Digital Solutions embrace three main
offerings for the users of member companies’
wide range of grinding solutions; Production
Monitor, Service Monitor and Remote
Service. The first two help customers keep
track of production - for example,
highlighting when maintenance work is
required and where/when problems may
arise in production. Remote Service is
designed to help support the help desk over
a data connection. But why use this route
rather than simply ‘phoning the help desk?

Says Neil Whittingham, Walter Ewag
UK’s Sales Director: “Technical enquiries on
the ‘phone without image support can be
very lengthy. That’s why the United
Grinding Group has integrated our
established Conference Center into Digital
Solutions. The Conference Center app has
now been redesigned so that we can reach
customers via their smart ‘phones.”

One example of Remote Service in action
concerns the machine’s backup battery. This
maintains the power supply of a control
system in the event of a power failure and it
must be changed from time to time. The
machine operator receives a notice on the
operating panel in a timely manner, and the
production manager would have seen this on
the Production Monitor. The user manual

and installation instructions are available to
both of them via the Customer Cockpit but
they can also send a service request directly
through the Digital Solutions app. 

The service technician will be connected
live via the Conference Center and will be
able to be provided with tips and hints.
Images can be sent via the whiteboard
function and the helpline technician can
draw markers directly into the images. 

“There were 2,500 demands for remote
service during 2020,” says Mr Whittingham,
who adds that United Grinding North
America also performs preliminary machine
acceptances remotely. “The application team
produces videos of the required processes by
mounting a GoPro camera in the machine,
using a time code to document the duration
of the relevant process cycles.”

Other digital tools are also being worked
on, including smart glasses. These offer a
number of benefits including the fact that the
technician at the machine can have his hands
free while the help desk specialist also shares
the same view.  An extension of this would
be the application of contextual information
via augmented reality.

The use of technology to help customers
remotely does not only apply to repair and
maintenance; remote process optimisation is
also a possibility, using data from the
Production and Service Monitors. That
would effectively create a full circle of digital
solutions for the United Grinding Group and
its customers.

www.walter-machines.com

REMOTE MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS KEEP UNITED
GRINDING CLOSELY IN TOUCH WITH CUSTOMERS
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Creating Tool Performance A member of the UNITED GRINDING Group

SYSTEM AND SOLUTION PROVIDER
FOR TOOL MACHINING

Manufacturing and resharpening of rotary tools – HSS, CBN or super-hard materials – 
grinding, EDM, laser or measuring, as well as insert pro  duction, WALTER and EWAG 
offer all technologies from a single source! Together with software and services we 
provide the best fi t for your requirements – you can feel secure with the competence 
and precision of the experienced partner! 

 walter-machines.com | ewag.com

Manufacturing and resharpening of rotary tools – HSS, CBN or super-hard materials – 
grinding, EDM, laser or measuring, as well as insert pro  duction, WALTER and EWAG 

FOR TOOL MACHINING

• CNC Grinding
• Surface Grinding
• Thread Grinding
• Centreless Grinding
• Honing

Tel: 0116 271 8188 Email: info@centralgrinding.co.uk
www.centralgrindingservices.co.uk
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A. J. Baker (Grinding) Ltd
Specialists in the supply and rebuild of

Additional Service Include:
• Manual / CNC Controls
• Machines can be supplied Rebuilt, 

Reconditioned or Overhauled.
• Cincinnati spare parts

CINCINNATI CENTRELESS
GRINDING MACHINES

MIDDLEMORE LANE WEST, REDHOUSE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ALDRIDGE, WALSALL, WEST MIDLANDS WS9 8BG, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1922 745075 Fax: +44 (0)121 378 3291

Email: enquiries@ajbaker.com 
Web: www.centrelessgrinders.com

RICHARD N. HOARE (PLANT & MACHINERY) LTD.
MITTON MILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MILL ROAD, STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS. DY13 9BL

Telephone: 01299 879263  Email: sales@hoaremachines.com 
www.hoaremachines.com

QUALITY MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT ASSURED
All photographs and specifications will be forwarded on request. Sample of stock below, please call for full details and more machines.

All Presses are Ex university and in exceptional condition, full details and price POA.

Bipel 150 Ton hydraulic
press complete with
isothermic
bolsters/plattens.

500 Ton Berry Hydraulic
press complete with
isothermic
Bolsters/platterns.

Archdale 6ft radial drill
complete large box table.

Massey 1000 Ton forging
Press.
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Colchester
Magnum 1250
Gap Bed Lathe
2500mm
between centres

BEMA MG1675
(5’) Radial Arm
Drill
Year: 2008

Union BFT 130
CNC Horizontal
Borer
Heidenhain 355
control

Chevalier 3 axis
Automatic
Surface Grinder
Capacity: 
810 x 405mm

ZMM XL 610X
Heavy Duty
Lathe
Capacity: 
615 x 2000mm /
Spindle Bore:
103mm

Durma 
3100 x 6mm
Hydraulic
Guillotine
Year: 2008

176 Perth Road, Dundee, Scotland UK DD1 4JS
TEL: +44 (0) 1382 200 797 FAX: +44 (0) 1382 202 853

www.taysidemachinery.co.uk   sales@taysidemachinery.co.uk

Tayside Machinery Ltd
United Kingdom

Suppliers to the Machinery Trade Worldwide

COMPLEX FORMS NEED 
STRAIGHTFORWARD SOLUTIONS: VOLLMER

www.vollmer-group.com

To shape the future you will need forward-looking PCD tools – and intelligent 

solutions for their production, processing and maintenance. VOLLMER supports 

you: with innovative PCD sharpening and eroding machines, economical au-

tomation options and strong services. For the highest fl exibility, effi ciency and 

quality. The future takes shape: with VOLLMER.

VOLLMER UK LTD. // Nottingham NG10 5BP // +44 115 9491040 // info-uk@vollmer-group.com

VGrind 360 VPulse 500
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Redruth based DP Engineering has described
itself as Cornwall's best-kept engineering secret
and the longevity of the subcontract precision
engineering company, established in 1952,
reflects that accolade. Also not so well known is
that for the last 15 years the company has based
its success around the implementation of every
module available within PSL Datatrack’s
production control software system. The
company has described PSL Datatrack as the
heartbeat of the business.

Over the first fifty or so years of its existence,
DP Engineering relied on manual
administration and spreadsheets to run the
shop floor. That all changed in 2005 when, after
a period of significant growth, the company
recognised a new approach was needed to
support its expanding customer base. That's
when the initial investment in PSL Datatrack
was made and since then there has been
continual acquisition of modules so that today
the company uses every one available. This has
led to PSL Datatrack completely controlling
production on a daily basis within a company
that has risen from 10 to 40 employees.

This dependence on PSL Datatrack has been
very advantageous for the company and
allowed it to focus its efforts on retaining and
developing its business with its customers in
the aerospace and oil & gas industries which
make up the largest proportion of the
company's client base. The company is
AS/EN9100 Series Aerospace and ISO
9001:2015 accredited. It not only manufactures
components for customers, typically in batch
production volumes from 5-500,000 pieces per
annum, but also helps them to realise their own
engineering ideas by offering high levels of
support through its ‘design for manufacture’
service, whereby the company's skilled
production engineers work closely with
customers to optimise component functionality
and expectations.

DP Engineering uses the latest CNC
machining centres and lathes, supported by
state-of-the-art metrology equipment.
However, as Sales & Marketing Director Phillip
Anthony recognises, the best technology means
nothing if work cannot be produced efficiently
with no bottlenecks - and this is where PSL
Datatrack comes into its own. Modules
covering the generation and management of
quotations, sales/purchase order processing,
process layouts, stock control, scheduling, shop
floor data collection, non-conformance, gauge
calibration and traceability are essential to the
efficiency of the business. Through their
functionality and adaptability, all the modules
are seamlessly integrated and work together to
form a robust platform for the business.

On one hand, the software allows the
company to respond very quickly and
simultaneously to requests for quotations,
typically provided within 24-48 hours. On the
other, once quotations have been converted into

firm orders, PSL Datatrack ensures the shop
floor works as efficiently as possible with the
Shop Floor Data Collection (SFDC) module
managing the production of all parts passing
through the factory.

DP Engineering's products are mainly safety
critical parts for which traceability and visibility
of the production process is absolutely vital.
“Traceability is key for so many customers.
When we ship an order we have it through the
entire production process, from the very start
when we receive the materials through to
delivery of every product. Each one has a
Certificate of Conformity delivery note with
traceability right back to who booked material
in, when it arrived, who supplied it and how it
was used on the shop floor – every detail,” says
Phillip.

As an AS/EN9100 Series Aerospace
accredited company, DP Engineering is the
subject of regular external audits and through
PSL Datatrack can immediately provide
assessors with all the traceability information
required with historic production data readily
available for any job.

With so much importance attached to SFDC,
each production section has its own terminal
with access to PSL Datatrack. Users can also
determine whether deliveries are running to
schedule and whether targets in terms of
delivery times and quoted pricing will be met.
The shop floor variance reporting feature

monitors current costs against quoted prices
and highlights variances, allowing decisions to
be made to rectify any anomalies. The software
provides more in depth analysis to see exactly
what has happened and DP Engineering is then
able to employ lean manufacturing tools that
the workforce is familiar with in order to assess
ways of improving processes and eliminating
waste.

PSL Datatrack is scalable and this was
important to DP Engineering at the outset. The
company has gone on to purchase all additional
modules as and when the business deemed the
investments were needed in order to take even
closer control of specific production functions.
The software is not a one-size-fits-all off the
shelf product and the close working
relationship between the two companies has
often seen the customisation of new modules to
meet DP Engineering's exact needs. This has
included the adaptation or creation of bespoke
management reports and other functionality
including scanning of completed works order
job packs that are saved to the company's cloud-
based intranet and accessed by management.

The Wishlist programme allows PSL
Datatrack customers to propose amendments
and improvements to the system, which could
be of potential benefit to other customers too.
PSL Datatrack has proven very reactive to such
ideas from DP Engineering who say that many
of their proposals have been taken on board.

“PSL Datatrack is a very customer focussed
supplier. They help us to look at our own
operation and improve what we do for our
customers. We have close control and
management of what is now a much larger
business than in 2005. We wouldn’t be where
we are without PSL Datatrack's expertise and
support. They understand what we are trying to
achieve and help us to get there,” concludes
Phillip.
www.psldatatrack.com
Email: sales@psldatatrack.com

MODULAR PSL DATATRACK REMAINS THE
HEARTBEAT OF DP ENGINEERING
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JONES & SHIPMAN 1415 GRINDER
C/W MAGNET AND COOLANT

MAZAK NEXUS 510 C
C/W 4TH AXIS

COLCHESTER TRIUMPH 2000
LATHE C/W DRO SYSTEM

G E R RS 1060 
SURFACE GRINDER

DSG T25 X 60" 
GAP BED LATHE

HAAS TM3P VMC C/W HAAS 4TH
AXIS 

JONES & SHIPMAN 540 GRINDERS
( 5 )

HARRISON M300 X 40"
REFURBISHED LATHE

MATSUURA
MC-1000VGX

JONES & SHIPMAN 1300 COLCHESTER TRIUMPH 2000
REFURBISHED LATHE

SNOW HR400 
RING GRINDER

HARDINGE TALENT 6/45 CNC
LATHE C/W FANUC CONTROL

CLEVELAND LAP 40" PLATE C/W
RINGS & WEIGHTS 

BRIDGEPORT VMC 800 30HARDINGE CONQUEST T 42

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY USED MACHINE TOOLS

WANTED SURPLUS MACHINES
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PRECISION SPINDLE
REBUILDING
We offer a complete rebuild service of CNC
machining centre spindles, CNC lathe heads,
Grinding spindles (both belt driven & high
frequency types), Tailstocks, Fine boring spindles,
Milling spindles, Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Tel: 02476 366503 • Fax: 02476 361979
Web: technovaprecision.com • Email: will@technovaprecision.com

 

Subcon Drilling Ltd 
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park, Eastman Way, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7FW
Tel:  01442 205960   Fax:  01442 205961
www.subcondrilling.co.uk   Email: dean@subcondrilling.co.uk

Subcon Drilling Limited is a highly profes-

sional company whose entire experience and 

energy is focused solely on Gun Drilling, Deep 

Hole Drilling, Honing, CNC Machining and 

Superfinishing.

With the knowledge and extensive experi-

ence of over 30 years,  Subcon Drilling con-

tinually provides a professional and personal 

approach with total dedication to quality to a 

list of long serving clients.   

Our BS EN ISO9001:2015 Quality Manage-

ment System is an integral part of our busi-

ness. Focused on quality, Subcon Drilling is 

recognised as the leading Gun drilling and 

specialist machining provider in the U.K., con-

tinually meeting and exceeding our 

customer’s demands.     

Gundrilling - Honing - CNC Machining - Superfinishing

SubconDrillingLtd

WWW.ZEBRAMACHINERY.COM

Tel: +44 (0)845 230 7040
Fax: +44 (0)121 766 6532

Email: sales@zebraworldwidemachinery.com

Bystronic BySprint Pro
3015 4.4kW

Trumpf 5 axis laser TLC
Cut 5

Bystronic Bystar 4metre x
2metre 4020 CNC

Bystronic Byspeed 3015

54 Coventry Road, Pailton, 
Rugby, Warwickshire CV23 0QB

Tel: (01788) 833301 Fax: (01788) 833481
Email: wgcrivet@gmail com

Web Site: www.wgchallenor.co.uk

USED RIVETING MACHINE FROM 
THE MARKET LEADERS
� MOST TYPES AVAILABLE
� FULLY CHECKED
� TOOLING
� FIXTURING
� GENERAL ADVICE
k THOUSANDS OF MACHINES SOLD DURING 
OUR TWENTY FIVE YEARS IN BUSINESS

CONTACT BILL CHALLENOR
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FOR A REVIEW OF YOURSURPLUS MACHINERY AND ADISCUSSION ON HOW TO TURNIT IN TO CASH IMMEDIATELYCONTACT:PETER WESTERMANTEL: +44 (0)116 298 8636EMAIL:purchasing@westermans.com
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CASE STUDY

Wisconsin based Integrity Saw & Tool Inc. has
purchased a VOLLMER CHX 840 circular saw
blade sharpening machine with the VOLLMER
HS automated loading station to provide
capacity for a significant order the company has
won from a new pallet manufacturing
customer. The VOLLMER CHX 840 has
increased productivity by 60%, permitted
unmanned running and improved blade quality
– without the VOLLMER CHX 840, fulfilling the
new order ‘would have been impossible’.

It’s a familiar story when an engineer leaves
his job and sets up a business from his garage.
In the case of Integrity Saw & Tool Inc, the
foundations were laid in a basement in 1986 for
this saw sharpening, HSS drill and end mill
regrinding company that soon outgrew the
basement, moved into the garage and employed
family members to support the growth. It
wasn’t until the turn of the century that this
Wisconsin business really stepped out of its
comfort zone to drive growth and expansion to
another level.

It was the move to a 13,000sq/ft factory in
1998 followed by the appointment of Paul Reetz
as the fresh-faced sales engineer and the
investment in its first VOLLMER CNC
sharpening machine in 2000 that set the
company on a new growth trajectory. Now the
owner of Integrity Saw, Paul Reetz recalls: “I
was paid on a commission basis to bring in new
business and for five years, we won 40 to 60
new customers every year. A lot of this was
small family businesses such as cabinet
manufacturers, construction companies and the
Amish community, all within a 2-hour radius of
our Fond du Lac facility on the edge of Lake
Winnebago.

”With 13 staff and an output of 100 saw
blades a week back in 2000, this output
quadrupled to almost 400 blades a week by
2005. During this period, the ISO:9001 certified
company realized that its predominantly
manual saw sharpening equipment had to be
upgraded for current CNC technology.
Recalling this period, Paul says: “We had two
older CNC machines and several manual
machines for HSS saws – all of which were
struggling to cope with our increasing demand.

We looked at the available machines and we
chose the VOLLMER Akemat machines as they
were in a different class. Back then, VOLLMER
Akemat machines had a great reputation for
build quality and performance. We bought our
first machine in 2000, a VOLLMER Akemat B4
and over the next eight years, more machines
followed as the Akemats clearly lived up to the
reputation that preceded them.

”In fact, the company acquired a further
three machines with an Akemat U10 and B10
arriving in 2005, followed by an additional
Akemat U10 in 2006. The VOLLMER Akemat
machines were bought for sharpening TCT saw
blades whilst existing manual machines were
manufacturing and servicing HSS blades. This
completed the purchasing of VOLLMER
machines for almost a decade, until the May
2019 arrival of the VOLLMER CHX840+HS.

Alluding to this period, Paul continues:
“The saw sharpening side of the business had
grown for almost 10 years, but unfortunately
the 2008-09 global recession wiped out a lot of
small businesses. Many of our circular saw
blade customers witnessed the collapse of their
businesses as fewer people invested in their
homes and real estate. However, the production
of round tools such as drills, end mills, router
bits and special tools for the manufacturing
industry weathered the market conditions far
better. Round tooling for industry currently
accounts for 80% of our business. With the
COVID pandemic, there are fewer people

buying cars and flying around the world, so our
round tooling business for the manufacturing
industry has naturally slowed down. However,
as more people are confined to staying at home,
people are investing in their homes and the saw
division of our business is once again
benefitting from this.

ENTER THE NEXT-GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY
The COVID situation has seen people confined
to their homes all around the world, as we all
spend more time and money on groceries and
eating at home. This has delivered a unique
opportunity for Integrity Saw & Tool. With
millions of wooden pallets in circulation in the
US food industry, Integrity Saw has partnered
to regrind TCT saw blades for a leading pallet
manufacturer. This new customer has
ambitious plans to build multiple
manufacturing facilities across Canada, the US
and Mexico – each plant capable of producing a
pallet every minute.

“We knew we needed a new machine with
automation to meet the demand. The
VOLLMER Akemat machines have been
amazing and aside from regular preventative
maintenance, they have run every day since
they were bought. The quality of the machines
is amazing! It really is fortunate that we bought
VOLLMER and didn’t have to worry about it,
because we knew they were going to be
running. So, once you have experience with
VOLLMER, it doesn’t make any sense to look
elsewhere. When it came to a new machine,
VOLLMER was the only place to look.

COVID may have temporarily slowed the
growth timeline for pallet production, but
Integrity Saw is well placed to support its new
customer with its new 5-axis VOLLMER
CHX840+HS for machining the tooth faces and
tooth tops in a single clamping operation. The
CHX840 is complete with the HS automation
solution that enables Integrity Saw to load and
process 28 blades unmanned. With a customer
that will run its operations 24/7 and will
require a new saw blade for every shift at every
facility, the opportunity for Integrity Saw &
Tool is considerable.

VOLLMER DELIVERS A PALLET FULL OF BENEFITS
FOR SAW MANUFACTURER INTEGRITY SAW & TOOL
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CASE STUDY

ACHIEVING THE IMPOSSIBLE WITH
VOLLMER 
With the arrival of the VOLLMER CHX840+HS,
Integrity has been able to rapidly ramp- up to
the stress-relieving and re-grinding of 400 TCT
blades every week from May 2019 through
April 2020 – an impossible feat without the
VOLLMER CHX840+HS.

Integrity Saw did feasibility studies on the
blades with VOLLMER whilst it was
simultaneously commencing the contract with
its existing and ageing VOLLMER Akemat
machines. The 18inch (457mm) diameter TCT
blades have 70 teeth per saw and each saw
blade can be re-ground up to seven times before
being replaced or re-tipped. Before the arrival of
the VOLLMER CHX840+HS, Integrity Saw was
conducting 4 operations on 3 machines to
complete a saw blade in 75 minutes – a
machining time not inclusive of set-ups and
changeovers. This process chain included stress
relieving, then transfer to an Akemat tooth-face
grinding machine and subsequently a tooth-top
grinding machine and then the grinding of the
‘kick-back’ radius to reduce cutting forces on
each tooth.

“When the opportunity came to work with
the new pallet manufacturing customer, we
knew we could not have even dreamed about
doing that if we didn’t know that there was a
VOLLMER machine that can handle that
workload. We make big decisions because we
know with VOLLMER we’re going to have
great service, great training and we don’t have
to know everything because we know we can
ask VOLLMER to get the answers so we can
grow our business.

“When it came to programming time and
repeated set-ups, it was approximately 90
minutes for each blade. The VOLLMER
CHX840+HS has cut this time by more than 60%
to 35 minutes with just one stress-relieving
operation before the CHX840 completing all
tooth and face grinding in a single set-up. We
only did a couple of stacks of blades with the
older VOLLMER Akemat machines, but the
time study demonstrates the difference,” says
Paul.

For the 27-employee company to have just
two skilled operators running four VOLLMER
Akemat machines and the VOLLMER
CHX840+HS; the new machine has doubled the
weekly output with the same number of staff.
As Paul continues: “The two operators
previously had the capacity to do 40-50 TCT
blades a day on the Akemat machines - adding
the VOLLMER CHX840+HS means we can now
re-grind over 100 blades a day. We work from 5
AM to 3 PM and the HS automation system
allows us to set the VOLLMER CHX840
machine in the afternoon and it will process up
to 28 saws unmanned throughout the evening.
If we worked a shift pattern, we could run the
VOLLMER CHX840 24 hours a day to gain
more capacity. However, we are already
looking at our next VOLLMER purchase.

MORE THAN PRODUCTIVITY
Whilst the new VOLLMER CHX840+HS has
increased productivity and capacity; the
benefits reach much further. Integrity Saw has
recognized the facility to grind tooth tops and
faces in a single operation has the potential to
make single-purpose machines redundant in

the future. With a single ‘compact-footprint’
VOLLMER machine, Integrity can significantly
increase output whilst reducing machine
inventory and running costs, maximizing its
18,500sq/ft of factory space.

From a programming perspective, the
operators undertook 2..5 days of training on the
CHX840+HS and this was more than sufficient.
As Paul continues: “Whilst the older machines
have all the programs stored, the VOLLMER
CHX840+HS didn’t initially have that luxury.
However, the easy-to-use CNC interface means
our operators don’t have to program every
blade from new – they can simply edit one of
the hundreds of stored program templates
within the software to rapidly generate a
suitable program. This means a stack of 28 saws
for unmanned running can be programmed in
just over 5 minutes.

We are continually adding more saws and
programs to the CHX840 and this will help us as
our production of saws for the metal cutting
industry expands.

” Additionally, the operators no longer have
to be concerned over grinding wheel offsets as
the CHX840+HS automatically compensates for
wheel degradation, ensuring that the precision
and quality of the final saw in an unmanned
batch run is as impressive as the first saw. The
combination of probing, automated wheel
offset calibration and the intelligent software on
the CHX840 also eliminate the potential for
operator error and collisions.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE 
When the pandemic gradually subsides, the
VOLLMER CHX840+HS will eventually reach
capacity in line with the customer demands for
saw blades for pallet production. Integrity Saw
already has its sight set on a second VOLLMER
TCT saw sharpening machine with automation
to meet these production demands - as and
when they arise. Furthermore, the company has
been so impressed with the VOLLMER
CHX840+HS that it is now considering the latest
generation of VOLLMER machines for its rotary
tool division. 

With regards to the TCT saw department,
Integrity Saw is seeing increased demand from
the metal cutting industry from solid bar steel
stockholders and the VOLLMER CHX840+HS
will also have a part to play in developing this
business.“We are moving more steel industry
saw blades to the CHX840, as 10 to 12-inch (250
to 300mm) saws can be produced much faster.
The production time for grinding the outside
diameter and chip breaker can be more than 25
minutes on the Akemat machines, while the
CHX is doing this in less than 15 minutes. Also,
some 80 tooth saws can be finished on the CHX
in 8 minutes as opposed to 15 minutes on the
Akemat with the chip breakers being added
manually afterwards. The potential for savings
is considerable and this is a rapidly growing
part of our business. The VOLLMER machines
have proven themselves to be ‘bullet-proof’ and
they are built to last. More than this, the
technology and innovation are helping to drive
our business forward,” concludes Paul.
www.vollmer-group.com/en-us
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THE NEXT GENERATION

A new Electro-mechanical Engineering
degree apprenticeship launched by the
University of Nottingham is set to transform
the way firms attract recruits and upskill
existing staff – and ultimately produce
apprentices who can solve business-specific
problems with both mechanical and electrical
engineering expertise.

The degree apprenticeship, starting in
September 2021, develops technical skills in
design, testing and analysis and the soft skills
that enable graduates to be effective
members of an engineering team. Employer-
specific project work is a major theme
throughout the blended learning and block
release programme, empowering apprentices
to foster skills, knowledge and behaviours by
solving engineering challenges that are
unique to their place of work.

For employers, degree apprenticeships
provide a cost-effective approach to
workforce development, and businesses
which have a wage bill over £3 million can
fund the programme from their
apprenticeship levy. Businesses with a wage
bill under £3 million can still access this
programme for their employees, and may be
eligible for 95% government co-investment.
It also means they can invest in the technical
skills of staff who will be driving the
innovation abilities of their organisation for
years to come, and attract and retain top
talent by giving employees the opportunity
to gain a world-class degree without paying
tuition fees.

“This is a brand new degree
apprenticeship standard and we wanted to
be quick out of the blocks offering it,” said
Associate Professor and Programme
Director, Dr Rowland Travis. “It is for
anyone looking to develop core analytical
skills in electro-mechanical engineering,
including the fundamental mathematical
techniques they will need to utilise, concepts

of signals, analogue and digital systems, and
later on in areas such as solid mechanics and
dynamics, thermofluids, power and energy,
electrical energy conversion, energy
conditioning and energy sustainability. This
expertise is sought after in industries
spanning aerospace, energy and oil and gas,
to mainstream engineering firms and
equipment manufacturers. The
transferability of skills acquired on this
course will be a huge asset.”

With the University of Nottingham
ranked second out of over 100 universities
for electronic and electrical engineering in
the Guardian University Guide 2021,
employers are assured of access to high-
quality training. Apprentices, who will be
awarded a Level 6 Electro-mechanical
Engineer apprenticeship certificate and a
BEng (Hons) Electro-mechanical Engineering
upon successful completion, will undertake
an initial assessment to determine their
existing level of skills and knowledge. The
University will then build a personal plan for
their learning. “The course is relevant for
school leavers who are looking for on-the-job
paid learning, as well as mid-career
professionals seeking a skill-set top-up to
support their career progression. It will
fundamentally address issues around
widening access to engineering careers,
including those from non-traditional
backgrounds,” Dr Travis added.

Adam Clare, Faculty Lead for
Apprenticeships and Professor of
Manufacturing Engineering at the University
of Nottingham, said the Electro-mechanical
Engineering degree apprenticeship would
“deliver quality outcomes for employers”.
He explained: “The challenge for many
organisations is how to keep young people
and train them to deliver value in their
future. What the degree apprenticeship route
offers is elite skills development for

everyone, providing an attractive path to
recruiting new staff and a way to upskill
current employees whilst solving workplace
specific challenges in the process.
Apprentices will have the opportunity to
study alongside engineers form other leading
businesses, developing their own contacts.”

Many businesses, large and small, are
already on board. Lynn Morris,
Graduate/Apprentice Co-Ordinator at
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, said:
“Supporting an apprentice through the
Electro-mechanical Engineering degree
apprenticeship programme allows us to offer
individuals an alternative route to obtaining
a high level degree. We are able to offer the
individual work experience, a salary and
sponsorship for their degree. The main
benefit to the company is that this bridges the
gap between academic theory and practical
skills learned in the workplace. The result is
an individual who is work-ready with
commercial awareness, high level workplace
skills and a degree. Offering this type of
apprenticeship we hope to attract
enthusiastic, inquisitive students with a
passion for renewable energy who might be
looking for an alternative route to a bright
career in engineering.”

Prospective apprentices should be
working in a job role that provides
opportunities to learn the skills, knowledge
and behaviours outlined in the level 6
Electro-mechanical Engineer apprenticeship
standard. This means they must:
•   work a minimum of 50% of their time in

England;
•   be supported to undertaken 20% off-the-

job training;
•   hold a minimum grade 5 or above in

GCSE English and Maths;
•   and, be a UK/EU/EEA national or have

lived and have had a right to work in the
UK for three years or more. 

NEW UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEGREE 

APPRENTICESHIP LAUNCHED

Employees with preceding level apprenticeships or alternative qualifications and relevant work experience may still be eligible for entry on
to this programme. Businesses can contact the University of Nottingham’s Employer Engagement team to discuss their employees’
suitability for this programme at: degreeapprenticeships@nottingham.ac.uk. 

For more information about the Electro-mechanical Engineer apprenticeship standard go to:
www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/electro-mechanical-engineer-v1-0

and for the Electro-mechanical Engineering degree apprenticeship please click here:
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/workingwithbusiness/campaigns/Electromechanical-Degree-Apprenticeship-2021.aspx.
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Proform Laser, situated on the Wirral, started
out in business as a laser cutting
subcontractor in 2016 when they purchased a
laser cutting system and a press brake from
Bystronic.  With a successful and growing
business, the company was confident to buy
two more laser cutting machines, the most
recent being installed in January.  As a fully
functioning laser job shop, certified for
Aerospace to AS9100, Proform was also
working on automotive parts for JLR and
other industries at the time of the first
coronavirus lockdown in March 2020. 

As the lockdown started to bite, there was
disruption to the normal level of incoming
orders at Proform for a few weeks, owing to
the shutdowns at various manufacturing
sites (especially in automotive and aerospace
sectors which responded to the travel bans
and furloughed most of their employees). 

The Proform Group is run by the Canner
family, father Russ, daughter Laura and son
Mike, who are all keen gym members and
like to keep in shape. Seeing an opportunity
with gyms closed and people unable to
access the equipment needed to work out,
they decided to make some standard
products for weight lifting.  To make these
plates is a very simple and rapid operation
using laser cutting, no bending or welding is
required, only some minor finishing when
they come off the laser cutter. In contrast a
typical automotive chassis consists of 200
parts which need cutting, forming, welding
and finishing. Plates are made from mild
steel sheet of a thickness of 20 mm and have
a central hole and some optional features like
handles easily produced on the laser cutters. 

Initial production started in a low-key
way with sales mainly to family, friends and
by word of mouth. Realising the market
demand for home equipment during
lockdown the company re-arranged itself
and launched the Pro Plates brand with a
dedicated website for online ordering and
started building a large following on

Instagram and Facebook. Recognising that
enthusiasts love nothing more than to upload
photos of their newly-purchased weights
online and tag the company that supplied
them, some of the best sales leads come from
delighted customers.

Growth has been outstanding and the
idea that they might make £ 10,000 out of the
idea is now a family anecdote. During the
past year, the company has employed an
additional 50 staff and is finding that keeping
pace with the order intake is a challenge. By
January 2021, 6,000 orders had been received
via the website and 5 staff are employed to
look after the social media content,
advertising and marketing. Another 5 staff
are employed for customer service and two
40 tonne articulated lorries arrive daily to
dispatch completed orders.

The numbers are staggering, and a truly
good news story for UK manufacturing.
Since May 2020, the business has quadrupled
in turnover where many other
subcontractors have struggled to keep busy.
In one month recently, Pro Plates turned over
more than a full year of revenue in 2019 for
Proform Group. Each week the company
turns 70-80 tonnes of steel plate into steel
weights. The product portfolio continues to
grow with the addition of powder coating,
customised designs and accessories like bars,
racks and powercages allowing the home
user to kit out their garage or garden shed
with everything they need to pump iron. An
opportunity to fill a gap in the market, with
Chinese weights held up in shipping
containers around the world, has led to a
quick delivery and lower price than gyms
have traditionally paid for their equipment
from traditional wholesalers, with some
products 70% cheaper than historical
competitors.

Plans to expand into shipping weights to
Europe are on the back burner until they can
keep pace with the UK demand. The added
bonus of “buying British” is an added

attraction to set Pro Plates apart from other
suppliers.

The whole factory layout has been
modified to suit the workflow of Pro Plates
and plans for a factory extension into the
yard of the current facility are in hand. At
present the factory is running at full capacity,
including a night shift and a full sheet of 20
mm steel weighing 750 kg is cut in an around
an hour on the high speed fibre laser cutting
machines from Bystronic.

When asked about why she chose
Bystronic for the equipment, Laura Canner
said “We went on the UK study tour to the
manufacturing site of Bystronic at Niederönz
in Switzerland and were impressed by the
Swiss expertise, the price point for the
equipment and the smart red colour of the
machines.” Although other vendors were
evaluated, Bystronic were chosen and the
nesting software used throughout is the
BySoft platform from Bystronic. 

In a time of bad news stories around the
world it is very satisfying to share the news
of a UK manufacturing business supplying
UK customers and growing to employ more
people in a region where manufacturing has
been hard hit for many decades.
www.bystronic.co.uk

FIT FOR THE FUTURE WITH LASER CUT WEIGHTS
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THE NEXT GENERATION
The science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) skills gap in the UK is no secret, and it
is also a hugely complex challenge to fix. To
help address the issue, researchers have
developed a model for increasing the uptake of
STEM careers; science capital. So, how can we
increase young people’s science capital, and
win their hearts and minds to consider a career
in STEM? Here Rebecca Bound, Education
Outreach Officer at global engineering
technologies company, Renishaw, shares her
guidance on how companies can help inspire
the next generation of engineers, using the
science capital model.

STEM has a leaky pipeline. Though many
children report enjoying their science lessons,
many do not see science as relevant to their lives
or “for me”. This is particularly apparent in
women, minority ethnic and working-class
communities, where we are still seeing under-
representation. At least, that’s what BP, King’s
College London and the Science Museum
Group found in a ten-year longitudinal research
project, ASPIRES, which tracked young
people’s career aspirations.

WHAT IS SCIENCE CAPITAL?
Science capital can be defined as the sum of all
science related knowledge, attitudes,
experiences and resources that an individual
has. Researchers describe science capital as a
metaphorical rucksack, with each science
experience adding to the volume of the
individual’s capital and the likelihood the child
sees science as “for them” and chooses to follow
a STEM career. With only five percent of
students found to have high science capital,
what more can industry do to increase it?

Programmes have already been set up to
monitor the impact of regular STEM activities
on groups of young people over time. The
Future Brunels pilot programme run by the SS
Great Britain Trust, for example, measures
students’ interest in STEM over five years, and
the results show that participants recognised
new possibilities for their own career
aspirations and future selves.

Science capital comes from many sources;
school, home, family, extracurricular activities,
employer outreach and more. Researchers have
developed a science capital focussed toolkit for
schools to use, but engineering businesses also
have a role to play in supplementing this. 

THE ROLE OF THE EMPLOYER
No employer can solve the skills gap single-
handedly, nor can they be entirely responsible
for a cohort’s science capital. What they can do
is provide young people with a positive
experience of a STEM environment, to provide
additional types of science capital from another
influence.

Renishaw, for example, runs a STEM
Outreach programme of activities, from school
assemblies, to workshops and work experience,
with children and young people predominantly
from South Wales, Gloucestershire, Bristol and
South Gloucestershire. Whilst we are involved

in supporting some ongoing programmes, like
Future Brunels, the majority of our engagement
with individual students is on an ad-hoc basis.
For example, we work with a local school that,
each year, will participate in a STEM workshop
for all its Year 8 pupils; so a new cohort each
year.

Every engineering business will have
something to offer yo\ung people, but there are
things to consider before establishing an
outreach programme. It’s important that inputs
into science capital aren’t repeated, as going
over the same topics may actually be off-
putting. Outreach work also needs to be
carefully tailored to the age group and skill
level, so it is accessible, yet stimulating.

Renishaw has split its outreach model into
three groups; engage (years 5 and 6), embed
(years 7 to 9) and employ (years 10 to 13). King’s
College Research has also shown that early
intervention has lots of benefits, so we have also
done story readings for children in years 1 and
2. Each stage of our programme is different,
moving from initial introductions to create an
interest and a spark, to developing the
messages and explaining the role of an engineer
in society, to a more future and careers focussed
programme.

Think about your company’s area of
expertise, research the curriculum and establish
what else is on offer in your local area, to help
identify specific gaps you can plug. A good
starting point is to look at what children’s
science museums or education centres, like We
The Curious in Bristol or Techniquest in Cardiff,
have on offer. It could be a video stream during
an assembly, a careers talk or a workshop you
run, that can be the difference between a young
person becoming an engineer or not.

MAKING A LONG-LASTING
IMPRESSION 

Even if you are engaging with a particular
cohort only once, there are ways to make the
impact of the session go beyond just attending
on the day. Firstly, it is important that the
activities are enjoyable and memorable, but

there should also be a take-home message to
provide context. This can shift the thought
process from “that was fun!” to “that was fun,
and I want to be an engineer when I grow up!”.

We find it helps to connect the STEM
activity to their everyday lives, so they can see
how it is applicable by, for example, running
Technology Teardown workshops to reveal
what is on the inside of common electronics
products. Young people use technology all the
time and highlighting the detail and design
behind it can help them see the wider relevance.
Alternatively, running workshops on topical
trends and buzzwords, like 3D printing, can
help keep young people engaged. 

One thing we have seen a lot of success with,
is where children or young people can make
something to take home with them. For
example, designing a key ring in CAD and
printing it using 3D printing, or making simple
homopolar motors they can take apart and
rebuild, means they can show their parents and
siblings what they have learnt. This increases
the number of people’s science capital one
session can influence; we cannot underestimate
the influence of family on an individual’s career
choices.

THE IMPACT OF ENGAGEMENT
Renishaw decided to make an investment in
education outreach, not just to inspire potential
future recruits, but also to benefit its local area
and supply chain, who may not currently be
able to invest resources themselves. We have
already seen previous work experience and
open day participants join Renishaw as
apprentices, which is an encouraging sign.

A co-ordinated effort from across the STEM
sectors is needed to address the skills crisis.
Every little helps, so, if your company is able to,
researching what outreach you could offer and
reaching out to local schools could provide the
spark a child needs to decide that, when they
grow up, they want to be an engineer.
www.renishaw.com/en/education-
outreach

HELPING BUDDING ENGINEERS GAIN SCIENCE CAPITAL
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CASE STUDY

The march towards what has now become the
ethos of Industry 4.0 began many years ago for
a manufacturer focusing on the aerospace
sector.  And now, a digital thread, with
simulation software NCSIMUL at its heart,
plays a vital part in their success.

Digitalising, improving production
performance, investing in cybersecurity, and
accelerating sustainable development are all
part of the Lorentz Group’s “Industry 4.0”
approach. 

The Group’s story began in 1974 with a
single conventional Misal milling machine in
the basement of a house in Esbly, Seine-et-
Marne, France. The founder, Jean-Claude
Lorentz, was joined seven years later by his
son Frédéric, the current Chairman of the
Lorentz Group. With orders flooding in, the
family business had to move to a 500-square-
metre factory in the town’s business park in
1991. 

Today, the Lorentz Group operates with 80
employees from two sites – the second is a few
kilometres from the first, in Bornel, Val d’Oise
– and has a fleet of several dozen machines,
including 23 5-axis machining centres, 16
lathes, of which 13 are multi-axis, and a dozen
three-dimensional measuring machines.

The founder’s demand for quality, passed
on to his son, and is now reflected in the
company’s strong presence and renowned
success in aerospace sub-contracting, along
with some military work. Aerospace and
military contracts account for more than three-
quarters of the company’s turnover.

While they were still working out of the
basement, Jean-Claude Lorentz realized that
the future of manufacturing lay with
computerisation and automation, and invested
in his first numerically controlled machine in
1986, recognising it as a promise of quality and
productivity. 

“As those were the early days of personal
computers, it took audacity at that time for a

craftsman like me to acquire equipment which
cost more than my annual income,” says
Frédéric Lorentz. “But it was the first step on
our digital journey…and now, every year, we
invest 10 to 15 per cent of turnover in new
machines and software.”

The digital chain, a central element of the
Lorentz Group’s operation, extends across all
their aerospace work from CAD to
dimensional control, via CAM, simulation,
machining and production control (MES). This
is all connected to the company’s ERP and
supply chain.

The software includes three modules of the
powerful NCSIMUL system, from Hexagon:
NCSIMUL Machine, NCSIMUL Tool and
NCSIMUL DNC. 

The first module simulates the toolpaths
based on the digital twins of the range of real
machines in the Lorentz Group’s workshop. It
detects any programming errors and potential
collisions from the actual G-Code that drives
those CNC machines cutting a wide variety of
components. 

NCSIMUL Tool orchestrates the
preparation of the tools, while the third
module provides the link between NCSIMUL
Tool and the machine.

But NCSIMUL’s role in flexible machining
while avoiding collisions does not stop there.
“Such investment also has the added benefit of
making life easier for the operators, especially
since they work on a large number of
individual parts,” explains the company
president. The NCSIMUL Tool module saves
them precious time by facilitating tool
selection. “When you know the number of
hours a tool setter spends looking for tools and
the cost per hour, the savings are obvious,” he
says.

In addition to state-of-the art equipment
and technology, he attaches importance to
efficient organisation. To help achieve this, the
company has been supported through the

“Industrial Performance” improvement plan
run by French aerospace industry group
GIFAS, and CETIM (Centre Technique de la
Mécanique). That initiative aims to increase
delivery performance and strengthen
competitiveness across the entire aerospace
supply chain, by identifying each supplier’s
priority’s areas for improvement, and assisting
them with implementation. 

Through their current ‘Excellence’ project,
the Lorentz Group understands that
employees need to improve their skills and
learn to work in what project mode. “This is all
the more important, since part of the
responsibility for suppliers has been
transferred to the company.” 

However, they paid attention to digital
tools long before ‘Excellence’ was
implemented, through interconnecting
production chains, and exchanging
information in real time between the
workshop and other departments and services
such as the design office, methods, and control. 

Today, the Lorentz Group’s objective, in
the short to medium term, is to move towards
excellence by concentrating on strategic parts
and by extending its services to other
industrial sectors beyond its current activity
core of aerospace and military.
www.ncsimul.com

SIMULATION AT THE HEART OF AEROSPACE
SPECIALIST’S DIGITAL CHAIN

Supported by NCSIMUL software, and French aerospace industry group, GIFAS
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A QUIET
SOLUTION FOR
LABELLING
MACHINES
A new elastic double joint from plastics
specialist igus is proving to be a perfect – and
quiet - solution for the machine building
sector.

The igubal GPZM coupling joint, which
was officially launched at the end of 2020, is
lubrication-free, maintenance-free and 20%
more flexible than its conventional
alternative.

Dean Aylott, Product Manager at igus
UK, said: “This additional flexibility is due to
the use of the new igus housing material,
which ensures the joint’s ball stud remains
firmly enclosed and dirt cannot penetrate
into the bearing. This new double joint also
helps reduce noise levels when in use and is
proving particularly successful with labelling
machines.”

Dean added: “Coupling joints are
exposed to a range of loads, permanent
vibrations, high tensile forces and
compressive strength – so the demands made
on them are extremely high. In these igus
elastic double joints no external lubricants
are necessary, and they can be used at
temperatures of up to 300 degrees Celsius.”

In the automotive industry alone, the
double joint is being used in many
applications from sensor connections,
actuators, and valve flaps to gear shift
mechanisms and turbochargers.

The new igus double joint is extremely
flexible, resilient and has been rigorously
tested in the state-of-the-art laboratory at
igus.

The housing material used in the product
ensures that the ball stud is tightly enclosed
when the joint moves - sealed against dust
and dirt.

Liquefied dust was injected into the joint
during the testing process, resulting in no
negative influence on the product. Tests also
revealed that these new double joints last
20% longer than a product made of
polyamide.
Email: hdurrant@igus.co.uk

The latest 2021.1 version of the hyperMILL®
CAD/CAM suite is now available and it
offers a wide range of new functions for even
higher quality surface finishes. In
mill/turning, OPEN MIND now offers an
option for simultaneous turning and HPC
machining. In addition, a new function is
also available in hyperCAD®-S that allows
users to easily align stock and model data,
which is particularly useful before reworking
additively manufactured stocks.

The latest ‘5-axis Radial Machining’
function now makes programming easier
while delivering unparalleled surface
finishes. This new strategy allows toolpaths

for bottle, tube or exhaust shapes to be
calculated even quicker by using a radial
projection method. An indexed tilt per cut
allows each step to achieve the best possible
surface quality. Also, the standard integrated
‘High-precision surface mode’ for ultra-
precise surfaces in the µm range and ‘Smooth
overlap’ strategies are available to enhance
surface finishes in transition areas.

The new XY Optimisation feature in the
‘3D Profile Finishing’ function improves
machining with X or Y-axis infeed strategies,
hones the ‘Smooth overlap’ strategy to
perfection. If an area cannot be optimally
machined in the X-axis on a steep wall, it is
automatically machined in the Y-orientation
to maintain a constant infeed. The optimised
blending in the overlap area makes changes
to the machining direction that are not visible
on the workpiece.

OPEN MIND’s hyperMILL® 2021.1 now
provides a new, extremely convenient and
intuitive option for subsequently editing
toolpaths. The ‘Edit toolpath’ Interactive
mode gives the user great flexibility to select
and remove existing toolpaths at selected
points and curves or entire toolpath
sequences between two G0 movements.
www.openmind-tech.com

Not one but two new catalogues are now
available from XYZ Machine Tools, one
covering milling/machining centres, the
other featuring its turning machine range.
The move to split the catalogues was driven
by the growth in number of machines now
available from XYZ Machine Tools, along
with a recognition that while some customers
have requirements for milling and turning
capability, many simply want one or the
other. The move to two catalogues also
allows for much larger images, with each
machine benefitting from one, if not two
pages to highlight the specifications and key
features. 

“With the addition of
several new machines and
ranges to the XYZ Machine
Tools’ portfolio, splitting the
catalogue into two separate
documents made perfect
sense,” says Nigel Atherton,
Managing Director, XYZ
Machine Tools. “Customers
are also being more specific
and selective in their
machine tool buying, so it
was time to focus on the two
sectors of the range as we

have done.”
The catalogue complements the detailed

online machine specifications available at
www.xyzmachinetools.com and the support
provided by the nationwide team of area
sales managers, along with a network of
technical centres and showrooms available
for machine demonstrations and training. All
of which means customers can access the
information they need about any of the
machines in the XYZ Machine Tools range to
make an informed purchasing decision
whenever they need it.
nigel.atherton@xyzmachinetools.com
www.xyzmachinetools.com            

INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONS FOR MOULD
MAKING AND MILL TURNING

NEW CATALOGUES REFLECT
GROWTH IN XYZ MACHINE TOOLS 
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VARGUS
INTRODUCES NEW
TURNING TOOLS
Telford based Vargus UK has now introduced
its new ST-Cut line of cutting tools for small
part machining. Developed specifically for the
turning of small components on Swiss-type
sliding head-turning machines, the ST-Cut line
presents a solution for virtually every small
part turning application.

The ST-Cut series from Vargus features a
unique insert replacement system that provides
fast and easy changeovers of inserts from both
sides of the tool. This is particularly suitable for
manufacturers running sliding head turning
centres where space is often limited inside the
working envelope. Also, the innovative
clamping system demonstrates high
repeatability and excellent rigidity for
manufacturers aiming to part-off components
with a maximum part-off diameter of 17mm.

The ST-Cut Series encompasses everything
from parting-off, groove-turn, square grooving,
round grooving, threading, front and back-
turning as well as face grooving. From the
parting off-line, the ST-Cuts series incorporates
both left and right-hand inserts with a cutting
width from 0.5 to 2mm with a range of cutting
depths, geometries and insert grades. Similarly,
the square grooving/turn and round grooving
line offers left and right-hand variants with
insert widths from 0.5 to 3mm with the round
groove inserts offering a choice of radii from
0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25 and 1.5mm. From a
threading perspective, the left and right-hand
inserts are supplied with a 55° and 60° profile
option with a maximum insert width of up to
3.2mm.

The inserts are available in two grades, this
includes the AlTiN PVD coated VPG grade for
achieving medium to high cutting speeds on
alloy steel, stainless and titanium alloys.
Alongside this, the uncoated VS020 sub-micro
grade is recommended for medium to low
cutting speeds. The VS020 is uncoated to ensure
a sharper cutting edge that is crucial for very
small components where accuracy is
paramount.

To cater for the diverse demands of small
part turning companies, Vargus has introduced
the ST-Cut Series with a choice of tool holders
that include square shank tool holders, step
square shank tool holders and square shanks
with 90° tools. The square shank tools are
available in both left and right-hand variants
with an adjusting screw, key and torque
limiting adapter.
tooling.uk@vargustooling.co.uk
www.vargusuk.co.uk

ITC TAKES MILLING
PERFORMANCE TO
THE XTREME

To deliver the ultimate milling
performance for the aerospace,
energy and power generation and
general subcontract sectors,
Industrial Tooling Corporation
(ITC) has now introduced the
Widia Hanita VariMill XTREME.
The new addition to the solid end
milling brand that is devoted to
delivering high-performance tools
is a significant advancement upon

its predecessors from the iconic VariMill Series.
The VariMill XTREME has been engineered

to excel in a variety of aggressive machining
conditions through its innovative product
design that uses key features from the already-
successful VariMill I, enhancing chip
evacuation and corner stability to exceed
performance expectations on a wide range of
materials. VariMill XTREME customers will
benefit from a reduction in the number of
passes it takes to finish components credit to its
higher productivity levels as well as a
versatility that sees this new range offer the
ability to machine a broad range of materials in
challenging conditions. This will certainly
reduce tool inventory requirements.

Perfect for machining a broad range of
materials such as steel, stainless steel, cast iron
and superalloys, the VariMill XTREME exceeds
performance and tool life expectations in a
variety of operations that includes ramping,
slotting, plunging, drilling, helical interpolation
and dynamic milling. This makes the Widia
VariMill XTREME the perfect all-rounder for
your business.

The impressive 4-flute solid carbide end mill
is offered with a choice of geometries that
include a square-end, sharp edges, chamfers
and corner radii designs. This choice permits
end users to exceed all previous machining
expectations, especially when working with
aggressive cutting parameters. This is a credit to
a design that incorporates a multitude of
geometry advancements. The advancements
include a 4-asymmetrical divided flute and
variable helix angle that work in tandem to
reduce vibration and harmonic impact,
subsequently improving surface finishes and
tool life. This is complemented by a twisted
end-face that improves edge and corner
stability. The twisted end-face significantly
enhances ramping and helical machining
capabilities beyond that of competitor product
lines.

To maximise stability in the most extreme
conditions, the VariMill XTREME has a
parabolic core that reduces deflection and the
risk of tool breakage. Furthermore, this new
addition to the ITC solid carbide range has a
non-linear gash profile that excels with chip
evacuation and provides higher ramping and Z-
axis machining capabilities.
Email: sales@itc-ltd.co.uk
Web: www.itc-ltd.co.uk 

NEW THREADMILLS
FROM GUHRING
When it comes to holemaking and threading,
Guhring is an industry leader with a product
range that stretches beyond convention. This
product range has now been expanded with the
arrival of the MTMH3-Z. An expansion of the
Drifter series of thread mills, the new MTMH3-
Z Drifter helical drilling thread mill
demonstrates impressive performance levels
when processing materials up to 66HRc.

Combining core drilling and threading in a
single operation, the MTMH3-Z Drifter helical
drilling thread mill delivers excellent
machining results and process reliability when
wet or dry cutting all material types. With two
oil grooves on the shaft to provide optimum
cooling with cutting fluid or air; the range also
has a left-hand cutting geometry that stabilises
performance during climb milling. This is
complemented by the fine-grain high-
performance carbide composition that gives the
MTMH3-Z Drifter stability and performance
that is unrivalled.

The special fine-grained carbide is
characterised by its high hardness and is
optimally suited for hard machining.
Supplementing this is Guhring’s special
temperature resistant TiSiN coating that
prolongs tool life and performance whilst
making wet, as well as dry machining possible.
Furthermore, the MTMH3-Z Drifter
incorporates a special face geometry with
hollow grinding and this generates process-safe
core hole drilling and thread milling possible in
almost all material types.

With a shank diameter from 3 to 12mm and
a neck relief from 5 to 40mm, the new thread
milling series is suitable for creating threads
from M2 to M16 on a material range that
includes all steels and stainless, duplex, cast
and graphite iron, aluminium and Ti alloys.
Suitable for drilling and threading holes up to
2.5XD in a single operation, the MTMH3-Z
Drifter can drastically reduce set-ups, cycle
times, tool inventory and costs for end-users.

To simplify the process further, Guhring has
also developed its CNC Guhro Thread Mill
software that is free to download for Guhring
customers.

This innovative software enables users to
specify the thread data by selecting from all
current thread standards and then inputting the
material to be machined. At this stage, the
software provides the optimal parameters. 
Web: www.guhring.co.uk
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NEW MILL-TURN
CENTRE
PREPARED FOR
AUTOMATION
Building on the strengths of previous
generations of Miyano fixed-head mill-turn
centres, the BNA-42SY is Citizen Machinery's
latest addition to the range. The CNC lathe is
the first BNA model to have a 12-station turret
giving ± 35 mm of Y-axis movement, all tool
positions now being live, and a new design that
lends itself to easy automation. 

Compared with current BNA models,
machining efficiency has been upgraded by
more powerful spindle motors, which are rated
at 7.5/5.5 kW (15min/cont) for the 6,000 rpm
main spindle and 5.5/3.7 kW for the 5,000 rpm
sub spindle. Acceleration and deceleration are
quicker on both spindles, improving
productivity further by minimising idle times. 

The machine's rigid bed, the weight of
which has been greatly increased to 1,823 kg,
brings thermal control advantages and more
capacity to house a larger coolant tank. The base
casting has been prepared with space at the
right hand side for robotic load / unload
equipment. If a user intends to take advantage
of automation, the machine can be supplied
with a swarf conveyor that exits to the rear as an
option.

The automation may be employed solely for
unloading components that have been mill-
turned from bar stock up to 42 mm diameter,
either directly from a spindle or via a parts
catcher and conveyor. Alternatively, or in
addition, it may load and unload billets or near
net shape workpieces like castings or forgings
up to 135 mm in diameter. A workpiece stocker
is positioned at the right hand side of the
machine to accommodate the finished
components.

Mounting points have been included to
provide an option to add an overhead gantry if
only chucking is to be carried out, in which case
a raw material stocker can be positioned to the
left of the machine in place of the bar magazine.
For complete flexibility in layout, top shutter
and auto door options are offered. 

At 285 mm, the turret's Z-axis travel has
been increased by more than 20 percent,
expanding the machining range of this compact,
space-saving lathe. The turret and spindles are
mounted on hand-scraped box slideways for
improved rigidity and damping characteristics,
leading to high metal removal rates, prolonging
tool life and maintaining high accuracy. 
www.citizenmachinery.co.uk

E4Q ENERGY
CHAIN REDUCES
ASSEMBLY TIME 
For safe cable guidance in unsupported and
long travels, igus has developed the E4Q energy
chain. The bionically inspired design saves
weight, while crossbars with locking tabs
reduces the assembly time of the e-chain by 40
per cent. To facilitate assembly further, igus has
launched a new interior separation system for
the E4Q. Universal separators are placed on the
chain crossbars, shelves can be inserted from
the left or right, along either the inner or outer
radius. A mechanism in the separators
automatically locks the chain when closing.

The separator and shelving system in the
E4Q energy chain needed to be simple and easy
to assemble. The result is an integrated energy
supply system for unsupported and long
travels that uses less material and is 10 per cent
lighter than the previous E4.1 series energy
chain, achieved through an organic bionically
inspired design. In addition, it is more robust
and tougher than its predecessor.

Uniquely, the chain can be opened and
closed without tools with the help of a special
crossbar feature, saving the assembly time by 40
per cent, a popular feature among users as well
as the jury of the German Design Award 2021,
where the E4Q won a prize for its pioneering
design.

To populate the E4Q with cables even faster,
igus has now developed a new flexible interior
separation system in co-operation with its
customers. The system consists of universal
separators and lockable shelves, which keep
cables separated on different layers. The cable-
protecting separators have fixtures for inserting
the shelves. To assemble the interior separation
system, the separators are placed on the
crossbars, then the shelves can be pushed into
the required level from both sides.

An integrated slider allows the shelves to be
locked in place so that they remain securely
fitted even when the cable system accelerates
quickly. "Even if the fitter has forgotten to
secure the shelf, it's not a problem", explains
Justin Leonard, e-chain director at igus. “When
the crossbar is inserted, the lock is automatically
activated. A foolproof and safe concept for all
occasions." To modify the interior separation of
the energy chain, the user simply opens the
crossbar along the inner or outer radius,
depending on the accessibility, then unlocks the
shelf via the lateral slider and pulls it out. igus
offers the new interior separation system for the
four E4Q sizes in different widths.
www.igus.co.uk

ETG HAS THE 3D
SOLUTION FOR
INVESTMENT CAST
COMPANIES
Wellesbourne based Engineering Technology
Group (ETG) has now introduced the latest
addition to its remarkable range of additive
manufacturing technology with the arrival of
the ProJet® MJP 2500 IC from 3D Systems.
Developed for investment casting professionals,
the ProJet® MJP 2500 IC from the originator of
3D printing can produce RealWax™ patterns in
a fraction of the time and cost compared to
traditional pattern production.

Drawing on 3D Systems’ deep expertise and
unique workflow approach including software,
hardware, materials and services, this digital
foundry solution from ETG is designed to
transform a centuries-old manufacturing
process. This significantly reduces time and
provides cost savings whilst creating new
possibilities for the types of parts that can be
cast. Typical production time for a 3D printed
wax pattern is a few hours or less; no time or
money is wasted on an injection moulding
process for traditional pattern tools. Cost
reductions for initial patterns can be significant
when the cost of traditional injection mould
tooling is taken into account. For example, in a
cost comparison analysis conducted by Mueller
Additive Manufacturing Solutions, a pattern
tool for a mechanical cam can cost over £5000
while the 3D printed equivalent pattern cost
less than £20 - with the only lead time being the
short time to print the pattern.

An ideal solution for the production of metal
cast components, the ProJet MJP 2500 IC is well
suited to span production needs from the
iterative initial design phase to bridge
manufacturing and low volume production.
Working in a digital workflow provides
complete design freedom, enabling wax
patterns to benefit from topology optimisation,
light-weighting and part consolidation. Design
files are prepared for 3D printing and managed
with 3D Sprint™ software. The patterns are
produced in VisiJet® M2 ICast, 100% wax
material that delivers the same melt and burn-
out characteristics of standard casting waxes
and fits seamlessly into existing foundry
protocols.

3D Systems’ MultiJet Printing (MJP)
technology enables smooth surface finishes,
sharp edges and fine details with high fidelity
and repeatability to hold tight tolerances.
Design iterations and design optimisation for
complex parts can now be done quickly and
economically.
www.engtechgroup.com
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The Centrotex quick change-over interface from
Hainbuch has set new standards since its
market introduction and now, the proven
system is available in a new version for smaller
machine spindles. Recognised as the smallest
available system on the market for setting up
clamping devices in a matter of seconds, the
quick change Centrotex S has a diameter of just
224mm.

The new Centrotex S is the perfect solution
for eliminating non-productive downtime, set-
up time and job changeover times that are often
increased when access to a compact work
envelope can be restrictive on operator
movement and access. With its fast change-over
system and compact design, the new Centrotex
S eliminates excessive set-up times and it is the

perfect solution for compact machine tools with
a small work envelope.

With repeatability better than ≤0.002mm on
the interface without having to re-align, the
latest addition to the Centrotex family of ‘quick
change’ systems can also meet the most
rigorous of industry requirements. The machine
adaptor is mounted on the spindle and the
clamping device is equipped with a counterpart
adaptor that can be exchanged for another
clamping device in less than a minute. This
exciting new system makes long set-up times a
thing of the past, providing end-users with a
fast, efficient and user-friendly interface that
significantly reduces non-cutting times.

The smallest Centrotex S incorporates the
proven technology of the established Centrotex
platform whilst demonstrating superior levels
of convenience. The Centrotex S is actuated via
just one radial locking screw and ergonomic
operation has been significantly improved,
thanks to the fewer rotations required to tighten
and clamp the system. In addition, the Monteq
changing fixture contributes to a faster
clamping device set-up. The new Centrotex S is
perfect for clamping parts typically up to 52mm
diameter and is suitable for A2-5, A2-6, AP140
and AP170 spindle nose systems.

The compact design makes the new
Centrotex S the ideal solution for small turning
centres and machining centres where operator
access can be a considerable challenge in a
compact work area.
www.hainbuch.com

FAUNC has launched its new digital service
FAR (FANUC Assisted Reality) in the UK,
which provides quicker response times for
maintenance issues on FANUC products.

FAR is an app that uses augmented reality to
facilitate remote support for FANUC
customers. It allows service engineers to
identify problems via real-time video and
overlaid digital content, which ensures the
correct spare parts and tools can be determined
during the initial call. It also helps to improve
the planning of service visits, owing to
optimised error analysis.

Despite already boasting an unrivalled 28-
hour average response time from initial call to
machine repair, the introduction of FAR is
anticipated to bring this down to less than 24-
hours. It forms part of FANUC’s commitment to
providing ‘lifetime maintenance’, whereby
customers can continue to receive support for as
long as they are using the product.

Tom Bouchier, Managing Director at
FANUC UK, comments: “We’re thrilled to be
launching FAR in the UK, particularly at a time
when social distancing measures and travel
restrictions are putting extra strain on
manufacturers. While all of our machines are
built to minimise downtime, there will always

be the occasional issue, which is where this level
of rapid support becomes invaluable.

“Through FAR, our service engineers and
technicians will be able to consult with one
another, in order to analyse issues together and
reach an outcome more quickly. It’s a fantastic
example of how the latest in augmented reality
technology can allow us to help our customers
keep their production lines running.”

A key part of the software’s development
has been a focus on ensuring it works in
environments with low data transmission. This
is combined with an intuitive user interface,
which means it will be a viable option for most,
if not all, users of FANUC machinery.
www.fanuc.eu/uk/en

FLOYD TURNS UP
THE PRESSURE 
Floyd Automatic Tooling has now added the
new Precitronics TOHP Series of driven tooling
with integrated high-pressure coolant feed to its
portfolio. The exciting new TOHP system offers
high-pressure through coolant delivery up to
135 bar for driven tools and applications on
sliding head turning centres. The new system
can drastically reduce cycle times, eliminate
swarf issues, improve productivity and enhance
surface finishes.

The new Precitronics TOHP extensive range
of driven tooling is available for all makes of
sliding head and fixed head machines fitted
with a high-pressure coolant pump. Connecting
the variety of live tooling configurations to the
machine tool and the external high-pressure
coolant pump is facilitated by a selection of
high-quality ultra-compact quick-change
connectors from the HEB range of locking and
connecting plugs, flexible and rigid fluid
distribution tubes, distribution blocks,
connectors, adaptors etc., also available from
Floyd Automatic to provide high-pressure
coolant delivery to all your driven tooling
stations.

In the work envelope, the Precitronics
system is available for all spindle types with
configurations such as ER, ER-A internal collets,
CAPTO, KM, HSK, DIN, Weldon, MMT and
ABS KOMET all covered. The flexibility of the
Precitronics TOHP also extends to the drive
connection that can connect to all types of tool
connection. From a flexibility perspective, the
Precitronics TOHP is offered with an
astounding range of options to suit all
machining applications. This includes an axial
system, an axial offset, axial speeders, radial
double output, radial 90-degree system, radial
90-degree speeder, fixed angle, radial
adjustable, axial multiple spindles, radial
multiple outputs, polygon maker, thread
whirling, gear hobbing and radial Y-axis – all of
which can be configured to your turning centre.

Capable of reducing cycle times by up to
30% by delivering high-pressure coolant
directly to the cutting edge with through tool
delivery, many of the systems also incorporate
an additional coolant nozzle that
simultaneously delivers cutting fluid to the
shank of the tool as well as the cutting edge,
significantly improving cooling and swarf
evacuation. Furthermore, the various systems
can provide cutting tool speeds from 8,000 to
16,000rpm for high-speed cutting, which is
perfect for small cutting tools typically applied
in the sliding head lathe environment.
Email: info@floydautomatic.co.uk
Web: www.floydautomatic.co.uk

HAINBUCH LAUNCHES SMALL ‘QUICK
CHANGE’ INTERFACE

FANUC LAUNCHES ASSISTED REALITY
SERVICE IN EUROPE
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SERVICE PROVIDERS -  Increase your  customer base for  less  than £2 a  week

ASSOCIATIONS
THE MANUFACTURING TECHOLOGIES ASSOCIATION
62 Bayswater Road, London WS 3PS
Tel: 0207 7298 6400 Web: www.mta.org.uk

AUCTIONEERS
APEX AUCTIONS LIMITED - ONLINE MACHINE TOOL AUCTIONS.
PO Box 329, Brighton BN1 1TQ, United Kingdom.
Tel: UK Office: +44 (0) 1273 224466 US Office: +1 630 718 9804
Email: info@apexauctions.com Web: www.apexauctions.com

AMS (UK) LTD
Unit 5, Church Farm Business Centre, Church Road, Leckhampton, Cheltenham, 
Glos GL53 0QJ
Tel: +44(0) 1242 241111 Fax: +44(0)1242 527777
Email: info@amsauctions.co.uk Web: www.amsauctions.co.uk

PEAKER PATTINSON AUCTIONEERS Ltd.
The Grange Offices, Aunby, Stamford, Lincs PE9 4EE, England
Tel: 01778 590111 Fax: 01778 590730
Email: info@ppauctions.com Web: www.ppauctions.com
London Office: Tel: 0208 944 1898 Fax: 0208 879 7269
Email: london@ppauctions.com

AUCTIONS & VALUATIONS
LAMBERT SMITH HAMPTON
Email: plantsales@lsh.co.uk Web: www.lsh.co.uk/assetadvisory
Bristol Office:
Desk Lodge House, Redcliffe Way, Bristol BS1 6NL. Tel: 0117 926 6666
Birmingham Office:
Interchange Place, Edmund Street, Birmingham B3 2TA. Tel: 0121 236 2066
Exeter Office:
Sterling Court, 16 Dix’s Field, Exeter EX1 1QP. Tel: 01392 880180
Leeds Office:
9 Bond Court, Leeds LS1 2JZ. Tel: 0113 245 9393
Southampton Office:
3rd Floor, Enterprise House, Ocean Way, Southampton, Hampshire SO14 3XB. 
Tel: 023 8033 0041
London Office:
UK House, 180 Oxford Street, London W1D 1NN. Tel: 0207 198 2000
Manchester Office:
6th Floor, 3 Hardman Street, Spinning fields, Manchester M3 3HF. Tel: 0161 228 6411
Nottingham Office:
First Floor, City Gate East, Tollhouse Hill, Nottingham NG1 5FS. Tel: 0115 950 1414
Newcastle Office:
41-51 Grey Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 6EE. Tel: 0191 232 6291
Auction Office:
1st Floor, 2 Manor Court, Barnes Wallis Road, Fareham, Hampshire PO15 5TH. 
Tel: 023 8046 1643

LIQUIDITY SERVICES UK 
LONDON – United Kingdom Head Office. 
1st Floor, 1 Alie Street, London, E1 8DE, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 20 7098 3700 Fax: +44 20 7098 3795 
Email: CustomerService@liquidityservices.com

BIRMINGHAM – 7th Floor, Livery Place, 35 Livery Street, Birmingham B3 2PB, United
Kingdom. Tel: +44 121 236 2880 Fax: +44 121 236 2890 
Email: CustomerService@liquidityservices.com

BRISTOL – 1 Friary, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6EA, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 117 922 0790 Fax: +44 117 344 5150 
Email: CustomerService@liquidityservices.com

LEEDS – 31/32 Park Row, Leeds LS1 5JD. United Kingdom
Tel: +44 113 246 5570 Fax: +44 113 246 5590 
Email: CustomerService@go-dove.com
Email: sales@liquidityservices.com Web: www.go-dove.com

BARRELLING/SUPER FINISHING
SHARMIC ENGINEERING LIMITED
Vibratory/shotblast finishing. New & Used vibratory machines, repairs &
consumables
Baldwin Road, Stourport-on-Severn, Worcs.
Tel: 01299 878123 Fax: 01299 879409
Email: info@sharmic.co.uk Website: www.sharmic.co.uk

BROACHING AND KEY WAY CUTTING
ALCESTER BROACH & TOOL CO. LTD.
Comprehensive sub-contracting broaching facilities, including own tooling. Broach
manufacturing and re-grind & repair services. The total broaching service.
Pipers Road, Park Farm South, Redditch, Worcs B98 OHU
Tel: 01527 523107 Fax: 01527 526137
Email: sales@alcesterbroach.com www.alcesterbroach.com

B & H GEARS LTD
Spur, helical, bevel. racks and pinions, sprockets, timing pulleys, worms and
wormwheels, gear crowning/barrelling/tapering, splining, serration, broaching,
internal and external gears.
Star Ironworks, Greenacres Road, Oldham, Lancs. OL4 2BT
Tel: 0161 627 4610 Fax: 0161 628 3141 
Email: sales@bandhgears.co.uk Web: www.bandhgears.co.uk

CNC CRT MONITOR SCREEN REPAIRS AND
REPLACEMENTS
PENNINE AUTOMATION SPARES
NEW replacement CRT and TFT Moniitors for Fanuc, Siemens, Mazak, Mitsubishi,
Okuma, Heidenhain and KME Large stock 12 to 24 month warranty.
Tel: +44 (0)1422 370109 Fax: +44 (0)1422 371338 Web: www.pennineuk.com

CNC GRINDING
AARON MANUFACTURING LTD
ISO 9001:2015 registered. 7 CNC Grinders, cylindrical and fully universal internal /
external, Int Process gauging, modern manufacturing facility.
Unit K, L & M, 25-27 Willis Way, Poole, Dorset BH15 3TD
Tel: 01202 670071 Fax: 01202 682952
Email: aaron@aaroncnc.co.uk Web: aaronmanufacturing.co.uk

CENTRAL GRINDING SERVICES LTD
Precision Internal & External C.N.C. Grinding, 50 offs up to large qtys, all materials
including Exotics, Carbide & Coatings. ISO 9001-2000.
3A Pomery Drive, Oadby Industrial Estate, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5NE.
Tel: 0116 271 8188 Fax: 0116 271 8199
Email: info@centralgrinding.co.uk Web: www.centralgrindingservices.co.uk

CNC MACHINE TOOLS SPARES AND
SERVICE, REPAIRS
CNC MACHINE TOOLS LTD
The leading provider of service, breakdown support and PUWER assessments to
all types of machinery throughout the UK.
Unit 8s, Chalk Lane, Snetterton, Norfolk NR16 2JZ
Tel: 01953 888058 
Email: sales@cncmachinetools.co.uk Web: www.cncmachinetools.co.uk

CNC SYSTEMS LTD
Fanuc Systems & Fuji AC and DC drive repairs, supply of spares and installation.
40 Redwoods, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 1JN Tel: 07740 187341 Tel: 01932 830492
Email: offices@cncsystemsltd.co.uk Web: www.cncsystemsltd.co.uk

PENNINE AUTOMATION SPARES
The largest stock in the UK of CNC spares, drives, motors, controls, boards,
encoders all makes Fanuc, Siemens, Allan, Bradley, Contraves, Gettys and more.
Check out our web site www.pennineuk.com for part of our stock.
Tel: +44(0) 1422 370109 Fax: +44(0) 1422 371338 
Email: spares@pennineuk.com

CNC PROGRAMMING & TRAINING
GARDNER CNC
For Training: Programming: CAD/CAM Systems: Technical Assistance and more.
Help is just a phone call away.
1 Green Hill Farm, Bishop Itchington, Warwickshire CV4 72SS
Tel: 01926 614882 Fax: 01926 614884 Email: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC RETROFITTING
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOL SERVICES LTD
Grinding machine specialists. Increase productivity, higher specification machine
Unit 11, Castleview Business Centre,Gas House Road, Rochester, 
Kent ME1 1PB
Charles Thurston, Tel: 01634 844477 Fax: 01634 844599
Email: info@imtsgrinding.com Web: www.imtsgrinding.com

MACHINERY PLANT SERVICES LTD
Specialists in Retrofitting all types of Press Brakes and Guillotines - App. UK Agent
for CYBELEC Controls
38a Doddington Road, Earls Barton, Northampton NN6 0NF
Tel: 01604 811634 Fax: 01604 811123 
Web: www.cybelec.co.uk Email: info@machinery-plant-servs.com

CNC TURNING / MILLING
B & H GEARS LTD
Spur, helical, bevel. racks and pinions, sprockets, timing pulleys, worms and
wormwheels, gear crowning/barrelling/tapering, splining, serration, broaching,
internal and external gears.
Star Ironworks, Greenacres Road, Oldham, Lancs. OL4 2BT
Tel: 0161 627 4610 Fax: 0161 628 3141 
Email: sales@bandhgears.co.uk Web: www.bandhgears.co.uk

N.A.B. PRECISION TOOLING LTD

Up to 2 metres Diameter CNC Turning 900 Diameter x 4 meter BC.
Knowl Piece, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0TY
Tel: 01462 456565 Fax: 01462 420039
Email: nab_sales@btconnect.com Web: www.nabprecisiontooling.com

CNC VERTICAL BORING
N.A.B. PRECISION TOOLING LTD
Up to 2 metres Diameter CNC Turning 900 Diameter x 4 meter BC.
Knowl Piece, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0TY
Tel: 01462 456565 Fax: 01462 420039
Email: nab_sales@btconnect.com Web: www.nabprecisiontooling.com
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GRINDING

CENTRAL GRINDING SERVICES LTD.
Precision grinding, 1 offs - batchwork, all materials, universal, surface, centreless
and thread grinding universal up to 2 metres long
3 Pomeroy Drive, Oadby Industrial Estate, Oadby, Leiceester, LE2 5NE
Tel: 0116 2718188 Fax: 0116 2718199 Email:info@centralgrinding.co.uk
Website: www.centralgrindingservices.co.uk

GUARDING

CRESCENT MACHINERY
PUWER Inspections, all types of machinery guarding. Mechanical barriers or infra-
red guarding, full perimeter interlock guarding.
Group Rhodes Limited, Unit 21, Calder Vale Road, Wakefield WF1 9RD.
Email: information@grouprhodes.co.uk 
Tel: +44 (0) 1924 371161

GUILLOTINE BLADES

CRESCENT MACHINERY
Regrinding + Turning Service, same day regrinding if pre-booked. 
New blades any size or make of machine. 
To cut all materials. Onsite service all makes of Guillotines.
Group Rhodes Limited, Unit 21, Calder Vale Road, Wakefield WF1 9RD.
Email: information@grouprhodes.co.uk 
Tel:+44 (0) 1924 371161

GUN DRILLING

HONE-ALL PRECISION LTD
Capacity Available – Call us today!
AS9100D, ISO 9001:2015 & Rolls Royce approved supplier for: Deep Hole Boring,
Deep Hole Drilling, CNC Honing & CNC Turning, ø2.5mm – 220mm internal diameter
x over 3 metres long. Prototype to production batch, aluminium to aermet, for the
highest levels of quality and service, contact us for a quote today!
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 4UH.
Tel: 0845 555 5111 / 01525 370666 Fax: 0845 555 5222
Email: sales@hone-all.co.uk 
Web: www.hone-all.co.uk

SUBCON DRILLING LTD
ISO 9001 : 2000 Quality Assured Company. The UK Leader in Ejector Drilling,
Gundrilling & Honing, fast response and turnaround.
Subcon Drilling, Unit 6, The Heron Business Park, Eastmman Way, Hemel Hempstead.
Tel: 01442 205960 Fax: 01442 205960
Email: subcondrilling@aol.com 
Web: www.subcondrilling.co.uk

HONING

APPERLEY HONING LTD
Honing capacity available from 3.00mm to 750.00mm diameter and lengths up to
15metres. ISO 9002
Contact: Michelle Sanders, 
Malmesbury Road, Kingsditch Trading Estate, Cheltenham GL51 9PL
Tel: 01242 525868 Fax: 01242 224738
Email: michelle@apperleyhoning.co.uk 
Web: www.apperleyhoning.co.uk

HONE-ALL PRECISION LTD
Capacity Available – Call us today!
AS9100D, ISO 9001:2015 & Rolls Royce approved supplier for: Deep Hole Boring,
Deep Hole Drilling, CNC Honing & CNC Turning, ø2.5mm – 220mm internal diameter
x over 3 metres long. Prototype to production batch, aluminium to aermet, for the
highest levels of quality and service, contact us for a quote today!
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 4UH.
Tel: 0845 555 5111 / 01525 370666 Fax: 0845 555 5222
Email: sales@hone-all.co.uk Web: www.hone-all.co.uk

SUBCON DRILLING LTD
ISO 9001 : 2000 Quality Assured Company. The UK Leader in Ejector Drilling, Gun
Drilling & Honing, fast response and turnaround.
Subcon Drilling, Unit 6, The Heron Business Park, Eastmman Way, Hemel Hempstead.
Tel: 01442 205960 Fax: 01442 205960
Email:dean@subcondrilling.co.uk 
Web: www.subcondrilling.co.uk

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

MIDLAND METROLOGY LTD
Profile projectors, vision systems, hardness testers, granite plates/tables/squares –
used inspection equipment, calibration laboratory.
Unit G3, Little Heath Industrial Estate, Old Church Road, Coventry CV6 7ND
Tel: +44 (0) 2476 638280 Fax: +44 (0)2476 638772 Email: sales@midland-metrology.co.uk

SERV I CE S  D I R ECTORY
COIL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

BULLDOG INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS
Rollforming machinery, Decoilers, Straighteners, Pressfeeds, CNC folding,
Shearing, Fully automated production lines, Cut to length, Slitting and all coil
process machinery.
SK9 7TN.
Tel: 0161 477 0775 Email: sales@bulldog-uk.com Web: www.bulldog-uk.com

DEEP HOLE BORING

HONE-ALL PRECISION LTD
Capacity Available – Call us today!
AS9100D, ISO 9001:2015 & Rolls Royce approved supplier for: Deep Hole Boring,
Deep Hole Drilling, CNC Honing & CNC Turning, ø2.5mm – 220mm internal diameter
x over 3 metres long. Prototype to production batch, aluminium to aermet, for the
highest levels of quality and service, contact us for a quote today!
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 4UH.
Tel: 0845 555 5111 / 01525 370666 Fax: 0845 555 5222
Email: sales@hone-all.co.uk Web: www.hone-all.co.uk

SUBCON DRILLING LTD
ISO 9001 : 2000 Quality Assured Company. The UK Leader in Ejector Drilling, Gun
Drilling & Honing, fast response and turnaround.
Subcon Drilling, Unit 6, The Heron Business Park, Eastman Way, 
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7FW. Tel: 01442 205960 Fax: 01442 205961
Email: dean@subcondrilling.co.uk Web: www.subcondrilling.co.uk

DEEP HOLE DRILLING

HONE-ALL PRECISION LTD
Capacity Available – Call us today!
AS9100D, ISO 9001:2015 & Rolls Royce approved supplier for: Deep Hole Boring,
Deep Hole Drilling, CNC Honing & CNC Turning, ø2.5mm – 220mm internal diameter
x over 3 metres long. Prototype to production batch, aluminium to aermet, for the
highest levels of quality and service, contact us for a quote today!
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 4UH.
Tel: 0845 555 5111 / 01525 370666 Fax: 0845 555 5222
Email: sales@hone-all.co.uk Web: www.hone-all.co.uk

DIGITAL READOUT EQUIPMENT

MACHINE DRO
DRO supplier of all major brands including M-DRO, Newall, Acu-rite, Mitutoyo.
Linear and rotary encoders specialist. Install, repairs and spares.
Machine DRO Dept, Pindar Road, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, EN11 0BZ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1992 455921 Email: sales@machine-dro.co.uk Web: www.machine-dro.co.uk

WARREN MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Independent DRO company offering sales & service on all makes of DRO. 
9 Woodford Road, Burton, Latimer, Northants, NN15 5UX
Tel: 01536 722712 Fax: 01536 609025
Email heather@warrenmeasurement.co.uk 

FINANCE FOR MACHINERY

CITY AND EUROPEAN ASSET FINANCE LIMITED
Independent finance broker funding machinery of all types, new or used on Hire
Purchase or Lease. 
Bay Tree House, Ricksons Lane, West Horsley, Surrey, KT24 6HU
Tel: 01483 280111 Fax: 01483 280117 
Email: dmcphillips@leasingfinance.com Web: www.cityandeuropean.co.uk
Contact Name: Duncan McPhillips.City and European Asset Finance Ltd is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

FULLY AUTOMATED PRODUCTION

BULLDOG INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS
Rollforming machinery, Decoilers, Straighteners, Pressfeeds, CNC folding,
Shearing, Fully automated production lines, Cut to length, Slitting and all coil
process machinery.
SK9 7TN.
Tel: 0161 477 0775 Email: sales@bulldog-uk.com Web: www.bulldog-uk.com

GEAR CUTTING

B & H GEARS LTD
Spur, helical, bevel. racks and pinions, sprockets, timing pulleys, worms and
wormwheels, gear crowning/barrelling/tapering, splining, serration, broaching,
internal and external gears.
Star Ironworks, Greenacres Road, Oldham, Lancs. OL4 2BT
Tel: 0161 627 4610 Fax: 0161 628 3141 
Email: sales@bandhgears.co.uk Web: www.bandhgears.co.uk
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LAPPING
KEMET INTERNATIONAL LTD
70 years experience in Lapping and Polishing Systems and Consumables, fast and
efficient contract Lapping service.
Cuxton Road, Maidstone, Kent ME15 9NJ
Tel: 01622 755287 Fax: 01622 670915
Email: sales@kemet.co.uk Web: www.kemet-lapping.co.uk

PRECISION LAPPING LTD. 
16 Marine Way, Hogwood Lane Industrial Estate, Finchampstead, Berks RG40 4RF
Tel: 0118 973 5989 Fax: 0118 973 7241 
Web: www.precision-lapping.co.uk

LASER CALIBRATION
C.D. MEASUREMENTS LTD
Specialists in laser calibration of machine tools & measuring equipment. UKAS
accredited. No. 0344 for on site calibration.
Chomlea House, Hadfield Road, Hadfield, Glossop, Derbys. SK13 2ER
Tel: 01457 852929 Fax: 01457 860619 www.cdmeasurements.com

MACHINE TOOL REBUILD
BLUE DIAMOND MACHINE TOOLS LTD
Suppliers of new and used machine tools, rebuilding and repairs, suppliers of new
tooling and sub-contract slideway grinding, CNC retrofitting.
Unit 6B, Hackworth Park Industrial Estate, Shildon, 
County Durham DL4 1HG
Tel: 01388 776052 Fax: 01388 774770
Email: sales@bdmtools.co.uk Website: www.bluediamondmachinetools.co.uk 

METROL
CNC SYSTEMS LTD
High accuracy sensors. Used on CNC Lathes, Machining Centres and Grinders.
40 Redwoods, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 1JN 
Tel: 01932 830492 Mob: 07740 187341
Email: offices@cncsystemsltd.co.uk Web: www.cncsystemsltd.co.uK

PRECISION ENGINEERS / WORK HOLDING
BRM PRECISION ENGINEERS & TOOLMAKERS LTD
Machined Precision Parts, Jigs, Fixtures, Work Holders, Small Fabrications, Press
Tooling.
Unit 3, Brook Street Business Park, Brook Street, Colchester, CO1 2UZ
Tel: 01206 794617 Fax: 01206 793839 Email: bob.rayner@btconnnect.com

PRESS SERVICING MAINTENANCE
GROUP RHODES LTD
(Competitive OEM Mechanical and Electrical repairs to Rhodes, HME, Bentley,
Cowlishaw Walker and other makes. Full Spares service and free advice on
CE/PUWER legislation. ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and CE (Lloyds) approved)
PO Box 740, Calder Vale Road, Wakefield, WF1 5PE. 
Tel: +44 (0)1924 371161 Fax +44 (0)1924 370928
Email: sales@grouprhodes.co.uk Website: www.grouprhodes.com

PRESS TECHNIQUES LTD
Rebuild - Refurbishment - Rewire - Upgrade - Service
Press Techniques Ltd, Units 4 & 5, 38 Commercial Street, Wakefield, WF1 5RN
Tel: 01924 291463 Fax: 01924 373133

T.M.A. ENGINEERING LTD
Power Press Specialists, Service, Spares, Repairs, Insurance Inspections,
Maintenance, Guards.
95-111 Tyburn Road, Erdington, Birmingham B24 8NQ 
Tel: 0121 328 1908 Fax: 0121 322 2017
Email: sales@TMAeng.co.uk Web: www.TMAeng.co.uk

PRESSBRAKE TOOLING
PK TOOLING
New & Used Pressbrake Tooling supplier for most makes of machines
282 Newton Road, Rushden, Northants, NN10 0SY.
Tel: 01933 355726
Email: sales@pktooling.com Web: www.pktooling.com

PRODUCTION CONTROL SOFTWARE
PSL DATATRACK
Production control software for sub-contractors and precision engineers.
Quotations, Sales & Works Orders, Process Layouts, Stock Control, Purchasing,
Scheduling, Shop Floor Data Collection, Quality & Tooling, Traceability, Financial,
CRM.
Lily Hill House, Lily Hill Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 2SJ
Tel: 01344 827312 or 08456 345931
Email: machworld@psldatatrack.com Web: www.psldatatrack.com

SERV I CE S  D I R ECTORY
ROLLFORMERS
FORMIT LIMITED
Design & supply of cold Rollform Equipment & Tooling, Press Feeding & Coil
Processing Equipment. New & Used Machinery For Sale
Unit 3, City Estate, Corngreaves Road, Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 7EP.
Tel: 01384 895150 Fax: 01384 895303
Email: sales@formit.co.uk Web: www.formit.co.uk

ROLLING MILLS
DURSTON ROLLING MILLS
Rolling mills for all applications
Progress House, Hospital Hill, Waterside, Chesham, Bucks, HP5 1PJ
Tel: 01494 535388 Fax: 01494 792966
Email: sales@durston.co.uk Web: www.durston.com

ROTARY TABLES
1st MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES
4th & 5th Axis tables and custom-buillt solutions.
1 The Headlands, Downton, Salisbury, Wilts SP5 3JJ
Tel: 01725 514000 Email: enquiries@kitagawaeurope.com

SAWING
ADDISON SAWS LTD 
(Sawing machine and consumables specialists. Est. 55 years)
Attwood Street, Lye, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY9 8RU
Tel: 01384 264950 Fax: 01384 264955
Email: sales@addisonsaws.co.uk Web: www.addisonsaws.co.uk

BEHRINGER LTD 

(SAWING MACHINE SUPPLIER ESTABLISHED OVER 100 YEARS )

Subsidiary of the parent company Behringer GmbH, in Germany. Behringer, Behringer
Eisele and Vernet Behringer products

Complete range of billet cutting and mitre cutting, band saws and circular cold saws and
plate saws including Vernet Behringer structural fabrication processing equipment.

Handling equipment to suit specific requirements

After sales and service and support across the UK with next day delivery.
Demonstrations available at our service centre

Tel 01296 668259. Web: www.behringerltd.co.uk 

E mail info@behringerltd.co.uk

ADS PRECISION LTD
For all your metal cutting needs. Suppliers of new & used metal sawing bandsaws
& circular saws (from manual to automatic CNC), Bahco bi-metal & carbide
bandsaw blades, spare parts for a wide range of saws, breakdown, repairs &
servicing, lubricants and in house subcontract cutting/sawing, CNC milling, turning
and machining. 
710a-716 Penistone Road, Hillsborough, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S6 2DF
Tel: 0114 2347352 Fax: 0114 2347362
Email: sales@adsprecision.com Web: www.adsprecision.com

JHP MACHINE SALES LTD
UK agents for BEWO and RUSCH Sawing Machinery, Manual to Automatic and
CNC Bandsaws, Automatic Tube Saws, Circular Saws, Blades, Breakdowns,
Spares, Service and Repairs to a wide range of machinery.
EchoENG: A wide range of Machine Tools i.e., Press Brakes, Guillotines, Machining
Centers. Lathes, Mills and much much more.
UK agents for DYNOBEND Bending and Tube end forming Machines.
Unit 2 Phoenix Park Ind Est, Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh SO50 6PQ
Tel: 02381 942827 Email: sales@jhpengineeringservices.co.uk

PROSAW LTD.
Sawing specialists for 40 years. Complete range of metal sawing machines,
manual, mitre, semi/fully automatic, special application systems. Hydraulic
steelworkers also available 35 - 165 ton capacity. 
First class service & support throughout the UK. Spares & consumables available
on a nex day delivery. Demonstrations at Prosaw or at your own premises. 
Tel 01536 410999 Fax 01536 410080
Web: www.prosaw.co.uk Email: sales@prosaw.co.uk

SAWS (UK) LTD
Leading bandsaw specialist and metal saw, bandsaw blade supplier. 
For advice, spare parts, new bandsaws, aluminium saws, chopsaws, circular saws,
blades or service.
Wealden Industrial Estate, Farningham Road, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 2TR.
Tel: 08448 804511 Fax: 01435 862205 Web: www.sawsuk.com

SCRAP METAL RECYCLING
H. A. MASON (METALS) LTD
Buyers of all non-ferrous scrap metals
Two Woods Lane, off Mill Street, Brierley Hill, West Midlands DY5 1TA
Tel: 01384 79841 Fax: 01384 76414 
Email: info@masonmetals.co.uk Web: www.masonmetals.co.uk

SERVO MOTOR & DRIVE REPAIRS
EUROSERV LIMITED
Specialist Repairs to all Manufactures of Servomotors, Spindle Motors and Drives +
Associated Equipment.
Unit 16 & 17, Whitworth Road, Armstrong Industrial Estate, Washington, Tyne & Wear 
NE37 1PP. Tel: +44 (0)1915 193344 Fax: +44 (0)1915 368707
Email: enquiries@euroservltd.net Web: www.euroservltd.net

SERVICE PROVIDERS -  Increase your  customer base for  less  than £2 a  week
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SERVICE PROVIDERS -  Increase your  customer base for  less  than £2 a  week

SERVICE & REPAIR
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOL SERVICES LTD
Highly skilled engineers will respond quickly. specialists in Grinding Machines.
Unit 11, Castleview Business Centre,Gas House Road, Rochester, 
Kent ME1 1PB  Charles Thurston, Tel: 01634 844477 Fax: 01634 844599
Email: info@imtsgrinding.com www.imtsgrinding.com

TPH MACHINE TOOLS
Offer Service & Repair on most Metalworking & Fab Machines, 
both Electrical & Mechanical
Tel: +44 (0)1708 523916 Email: miket@tphmachinetools.co.uk
Web: www.tphmachinetools.co.uk
Established 1923

SHOT BLAST MACHINE ENGINEERS
DOUG BOOTH & SONS (SHOTBLAST) LTD.
The largest UK stocks of new and re-conditioned shotblast machines of all types.
Olympia Works, Church Street, Ossett, Wakefield, West Yorks WF5 9DG
Tel: 01924 274887 Fax: 01924 262219
Email: paul@dougbooth.co.uk Web: www.dougbooth.co.uk

MNB PRECISION
MNB offer precison services including CNC Milling and Turning, Jig Boring, Spark-
Erosion, Wire-Erosion, Grinding and Shot Peening up 8M long.
Units 3-5 Binns Close, Torrington Avenue, Coventry, CV4 9TB
Tel: +44 (0) 2476 695 959 Fax: 08721116698
Email: info@mnbprecision.com Web: www.mnbprecision.com

SLIDEWAY GRINDING
BLUE DIAMOND MACHINE TOOLS LTD
Suppliers of new and used machine tools, rebuilding and repairs, suppliers of new
tooling and sub-contract slideway grinding, CNC retrofitting.
Unit 6, Hackworth Park Industrial Estate, Sheldon, County Durham.
Tel: 01388 776052 Fax: 01388 774770
Email: sales@bdmtools.co.uk Web: www.bluediamondmachinetools.co.uk

ODIN ENGINEERING LTD
Slideway Grinding up to 1.7 metres x 4.2 metres on WALDRICH COBURG
MACHINES
Unit 4, Fullwood Close, Aldermans Green Ind. Est., Coventry, England, CV2 2SS 
Contact: Sam Tel: +44 (0)2476 602622

SPARK EROSION
SES (GLOS) LTD
Suppliers of new and used Spark Erosion Machines, Fast Hole Drills,
Refurbishment, Training, Servicing and all EDM consumables. Specialists in
Glevum, Sparcatron and Hurco equipment.
Unit 19A Lower Road Trading Estate, Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2DJ
Tel: 01531637206  Email: service@sparcerosion.biz 

SPINDLE BUILD & REPAIR
ROTATECH
Specialising in all types of machine tool spindles, both mechanical &
electromechanical. Complete removal and re-installation service offered. 
20 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial state, Binley, Coventry CN3 2SF
Tel: 02476 452600 Fax: 02476 452645
Email: sales@rotatech.com Web: www.rotatech.com

SUB-CONTRACTING - GRINDING
CENTRAL GRINDING SERVICES LTD
Precision Internal & External C.N.C. Grinding, 50 offs up to large qtys, all materials
including Exotics, Carbide & Coatings. ISO 9001-2000.
3A Pomery Drive, Oadby Industrial Estate, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5NE.
Tel: 0116 271 8188 Fax: 0116 271 8199
Email: carl@centralgrinding.co.uk Web: www.centralgrindingservices.co.uk

SUBCONTRACTING – HONING
DELAPENA GROUP
Delapena subcontract honing facility provides fast, efficient and cost effective
superior honing service.
With our comprehensive suite of delapena honing machines we are known for
precise, controllable and repeatable honing.
Request a quotation today.
The Delapena GroupThe Runnings, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. GL51 9NJ
EmIl: t.elliott@delapena.co.uk Tel: 01242 516341

SUB-CONTRACTING - MACHINING
N.A.B. PRECISION TOOLING LTD
Up to 2 metres Diameter CNC Turning.
Knowl Piece, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0TY
Tel: 01462 456565 Fax: 01462 420039
Email: nab_sales@btconnect.com Web: www.nabprecisiontooling.com

SUB-CONTRACTING - SAWING, MACHINING,
MILLING, TURNING & LATHE SERVICES
ADS PRECISION LTD
For all your metal cutting needs. Suppliers of new & used metal sawing bandsaws
& circular saws (from manual to automatic CNC), Bahco bi-metal & carbide
bandsaw blades, spare parts for a wide range of saws, breakdown, repairs &
servicing, lubricants and in house subcontract cutting/sawing, CNC milling, turning
and machining. 
710a-716 Penistone Road, Hillsborough, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S6 2DF
Tel: 0114 2347352 Fax: 0114 2347362
Email: sales@adsprecision.com Web: www.adsprecision.com

THREAD CUTTING
KINGSTON ENGINEERING Co (HULL) LTD
Specialist manufacturers and producers of bespoke Power Screws. We offer a
variety of specialised engineering services and based on using materials and
specifications to suit customer's exact needs, we produce complimentary nuts and
fittings.
Pennington Street, Hull, HU8 7LD 
Tel: 01482 325676 Fax: 01482 216438 Mobile: 07901 857045 
www.kingston-engineering.co.uk Email : paul@kingston-engineering.co.uk

TOOL MAKERS
BRM PRECISION ENGINEERS & TOOLMAKERS LTD
Specialist at Tooling for Aluminium and Plastic Collapsable Tubes for
Toothpaste/Packaging.
Unit 3, Brook Street Business Park, Brook Street, Colchester, CO1 2UZ
Tel: 01206 794617 Fax: 01206 793839 Email: bob.rayner@btconnnect.com

JCP SERVICES LIMITED
Tooling For Tin Box & Bakewake Plus Precision Engineers. We specialise in the
manufacture of tin box, bake ware and progressive tooling. Press work also
undertaken. We also offer a large variety of precision engineering CNC machinery.
Unit 50, Wakefield Commercial Park, Engine Lane, Bridge Road, Horbury Junction,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF4 5NW. Tel: 01924 278585
Email: johnpenn50@btconnect.com Web: www.jcpservices.org.com

TUBE MANIPULATION
HLP TUBE FORMERS LTD
Specialists in CNC Bending, Cutting, Welding & Fabrication
Unit 17 Pant Glas Industrial Estate, Bedwas, Caerphilly, CF83 8DR
Tel: 029 2086 2122 Fax: 029 2086 0823 
Email: info@hlptube.co.uk Web: www.hlptube.co.uk

VALUATION PLANT & MACHINERY
MARRIOTT & CO.
Professional and Independent Valuers and Auctioneers of Plant/Machinery.
19 East Street, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7SD. 
Tel: 01252 712083 Fax: 01252 737613
68 Lombard Street, London EC3V 9LJ. Tel: 020 7868 1716 
Email: mail@marriottco.co.uk Web: www.marriottco.co.uk

TPH MACHINE TOOLS
Offer Service & Repair on most Metalworking & Fab Machines, 
both Electrical & Mechanical
Tel: +44 (0)1708 523916 Email: miket@tphmachinetools.co.uk
Web: www.tphmachinetools.co.uk
Established 1923

VERTICAL BORING
N.A.B. Precision tooling ltd
Up to 2 metres Diameter CNC Turning.
Knowl Piece, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 0TY
Tel: 01462 456565 Fax: 01462 420039
Email: nab_sales@btconnect.com 
Web: www.nabprecisiontooling.com

WATERJET CUTTING
CROSS ENGINEERING SWANSEA LTD

Specialists in Waterjet cutting. 2 number twin head Flow machines 4mtr x 2mtr
capacity, any material upto 200mm thickness also sub contract machining and
fabrication capacity

Garngoch Industrial Estate, Gorseinon, Swansea, SA4 9GE
Web: www.crosswaterservices.co.uk  www.crossengineering.co.uk 
Tel: 01792 893491

WORKHOLDING
1st MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES
High quality work holding, fixturing, clamping, chucks & collets available from
stock.
1 The Headlands, Downton, Salisbury, Wilts SP5 3JJ
Tel: 0800 783 0510 Email: enquiries@1stmta.com
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DO YOU WANT TO APPEAR IN THE
SERVICES DIRECTORY?

If you would like to be included in our SERVICES DIRECTORY (in print, and online at www.machinery.world),
just enter your details below and return them together with payment of £75 for a full year’s insertion to:

SHEEN PUBLISHING LTD, 50 Queens Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 5DD, UK

Card Number

CATEGORY/HEADING.....................................................................................................................................................................

COMPANY NAME.............................................................................................................................................................................

Short Description of service(s) offered..........................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS............................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................................

POSTCODE.................................   TEL.................................................................    FAX................................................................

EMAIL.........................................................................................  WEBSITE....................................................................................

CONTACT NAME.....................................................................

OR Please enclose a cheque for £75 made payable to Sheen Publishing Ltd.

We accept e y
EXPIRY DATE CVC (3 DIGITS) SIGNED..............................................

FEATURES PROGRAMME 2021

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER

AUGUST

JULY

JUNE

MAY
u Laser, Plasma,Waterjet Cutting
u Spark Erosion,EDM & ECM
u Metrology inc Inspection & quality control

u Robotics & Automation
u Chucks, Clamps & Workholding Equipment
u Machining Centres

u Grinding Deburring & Surface finishing   
u Cleaning & Degreasing.   
u Waste Management

u Sawing Machines
u Tooling
u Lubricants & Coolants

u CAD/CAM 
u Chains & Bearings
u Laser, Plasma,Waterjet Cutting

u Robotics & Automation
u AeroSpace Engineering
u Metrology inc Inspection & quality control

u Grinding Deburring & Surface Finishing,
u Medical engineering
u Machining Centres

u Welding, Laser, Plasma & Waterjet Cutting
u Lubricants & Coolants
u Autosport Engineering
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Online Auction Sale 

Please Contact Our Office for Further Information:  
Cottrill & Co, 401—407 Tyburn Road, Erdington, Birmingham, B24 8HJ 

 

▪  Tel: + 44 (0) 121 328 2424 ▪  Fax: + 44 (0) 121 327 9550 ▪   
 ▪  Email: info@cottandco.com  ▪  Website: www.cottandco.com ▪  

 

Cottrill & Co is a Trade Name of Cottrill & Associates Ltd 

For Full Information please visit our Website: www.cottandco.com 

Final Phase Sun Firm Machinery  
and Herbert CNC Lathes,  
Dahlih Horizontal Machining Centre 
 

Bidding Ends: Tuesday 13th April 2021 at 3pm (UK Time)    

∙Sun Firm Machinery (SFM) CST 42160 Heavy Duty Long Bed CNC Lathe (2011) 
with Fanuc Oi-TD Control, 6"/152mm Spindle Bore, Swing 42"/1000mm,  

Distance Between Centres 160"/4000mm, 8-Position Turret, 300mm/600mm  
2 x 3-Point Steadies, Boring Bar Tool Holder, Tailstock,  

Swarf Conveyor, Chiller 
 

∙Herbert 14/36 Long Bed Turret Lathe, Swing Over Bed 38"/965mm, Swing Over  
Cross Slide 24"/609mm, Max Distance Chuck to Turret Face 120"/3048mm,  

Spindle Speeds 4-480rpm, Manual Toolpost, (2) x Turret Tool Holders  
 

∙Dahlih DL-MCH630 Horizontal Twin Pallet Machining Centre (2011) 

 with Fanuc Oi-MD Control,  
Pallet Size: 630 x 630mm,  

Renishaw Probe, 60 ATC, Full B Axis, 
Swarf Conveyor  

 

Online Auction Sale 

MG MH322D CNC Plate  
Bending Rolls surplus to the  
on-going requirements of Vallely Tankers (UK) Ltd 

Please Contact Our Office for Further Information:  
Cottrill & Co, 401—407 Tyburn Road, Erdington, Birmingham, B24 8HJ 

 

▪  Tel: + 44 (0) 121 328 2424 ▪  Fax: + 44 (0) 121 327 9550 ▪   
 ▪  Email: info@cottandco.com  ▪  Website: www.cottandco.com ▪  

 

Cottrill & Co is a Trade Name of Cottrill & Associates Ltd 

For Full Information please visit our Website: www.cottandco.com 

Bidding Ends: Tuesday 13th April 2021 at 3pm (UK Time) 

∙MG MH322D CNC 4-Roll Plate Bending Rolls (2013) 
 
 

with Weintek LCD Console, D802-0272 Vertical Support,  
D750-0310 Side Support (Max Load 1600Kg) and  

Heavy Duty Roll, Plate Width 3000mm, Thickness of Plate,  
Rolling: 22mm / Pre-bending: 18mm,  

Roller Diameters: Top: 350mm, Lower: 330mm,  

Side-rolls: 250mm Voltage 415/50 Hz, Power: 11kW  

Online Auction Sale 

Please Contact Our Office for Further Information:  
Cottrill & Co, 401—407 Tyburn Road, Erdington, Birmingham, B24 8HJ 

 

▪  Tel: + 44 (0) 121 328 2424 ▪  Fax: + 44 (0) 121 327 9550 ▪   
 ▪  Email: info@cottandco.com  ▪  Website: www.cottandco.com ▪  

 

Cottrill & Co is a Trade Name of Cottrill & Associates Ltd 

For Full Information please visit our Website: 

www.cottandco.com 

Citizen Sliding Head CNC  
Lathes, Daewoo and Deckel  
Machining Centres Surplus to Requirements 
 

Bidding Ends: Wednesday 14th April 2021  
                       at 3pm (UK Time) 

∙(2) Citizen A32VllPl Sliding Head CNC Lathes with Mitsubishi  
 Meldas CNC Control and Iemca Boss 332 E/R Barfeeds (06/2012)  
 

∙Daewoo Mynx 400 Vertical Machining Centre with Fanuc Control,   
 24-Station ATC (2002) 
 

∙Deckel DMU 80T  
 Machining Centre  
 with Heidenhain   
 TNC426 Control,  
 25-Station ATC,  
 110 x 60mm Table 

AS A RESULT OF THE LIQUIDATION OF
PREMIER SHEET METAL (COVENTRY) LIMITED

Private Treaty Sale
2017 Comau/Hemming type C5G RCS3-E Robot Cell

Viewing by Appointment
Location Coventry

For further information please visit www.mgrappraisals.com
or call +44(0)121 200 2206
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Oxy-fuel, Plasma, 
UltraSharp and Waterjet 
Cutting Technology

Machine sales, service, 
support and consumables

Call us on: +44 (0)1706 757 670
www.kerfdevelopments.com | Email: sales@kerfdevelopments.com

Kerf Developments Ltd, Unit 1a Eagle Technology Park, Queensway, Rochdale, OL11 1TQ

For solid, reliable 

dow
n to earth advice, 

contact Kerf today.
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